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Police break ·up . .Freshman applications still increasing
weekend party· l 3,000

By Pamela-DeKoning
Three Durham Police Off icers were injured Saturday while
breaking up a Young Drive
'party at which two UNH stu~ents and another person were
arrested.
Police were called in from
Lee, Newmarket, Newfield and
the University to assist with the
crowd of over 300 people,
accorcl)ng to·th~ Durham Police.
About 15 officers took part in
the confrontation.
One officer was hit in the
head by a beer bottle, one kicked
in the face, and one allegedly
punched in the . head and
shoulder, according to the Durham.Police.
None of the injuries were
serious, and no auests have been
made in connection to the
assaults although investigations
are still pending.
Arrested for criminaJ trespass
were, Daniel Hilliard, 21 of 1
Indigo Road, Sommersworth,
and Jill A. Marbach, 20 of
Sawyer Hall. James A Leonard
Jr., 21 of 81 Woodfords Street,
Portland Maine was charged
with criminal trespass, disorderly conduct and open c,ontainer.
The Durham Police defined
criminal trespass as "when
someone's in a location they
have no right or reason to be
in."
Hilliard was released on a
summons, Marbach on $300
personal recognance, both pe_nding a court dare on May 24.

Leonard was released on $50
cash bail, and is also scheduled
to appear in Durham District
Cohn on May 24.
. Leonard is- a Liberal Arts
'Junior, Marbach a Liberal Arts
Sophomore. Hilliard is not a
UNH student.
Marbach said she was standing in the road -waiting for a
friend when a plain clothed
officer told her to leave. When
s·he questioned the officer, he
arrested anci cuffed her, she said.
Marbach said she was not read
her rights, that the arresting
officer did not identify himself
and that she was never really
told what she was being arrested
for.
Marbach stressed that she was
in the road, and not on anyone's
private property at the tim~ of
her arrest.- .
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applications
app tea tons
"
par:ty, according io the Durham
·.
Police.
The police re-mained at the
scene until after midnight according to witnesses.
Adam Fuller who was at the
party said, "There were too
triples resulted.
happens robe one of the·m.
many people there. No one was By Pamela DeKoning
She said, 'Tm very pleased Applications at most schools
listening to the police. It too~
Despite a record number uf
the plans have been imlpement,.. have i_pcreased, he added. ·
well over an hour to get evethe size of next year's
applica·nrs,
ed to decrease the size of the
Fish cited the' increase in
ryone out of there."
freshman class will decrease by
incoming class."
applicants to man,y factors at
approximately 136 to 194 'Stut<When we her pressed to go UNH.
dents, according to Director of beyond the number of students
"It may just have oeen the
Admissions Stanwood Fish.
we've planned for, we have to accumulation of interest peakThe University will enroll a go to smaller triples," she added. • ing. There is no single factor,"
smalle..r freshman class in an ,
UNH has seen a steady in- said Fish. "It's just an a~cumeffort to allev;ate the housing crease in the numbe-r of fresh- ulation of things that appear
crunch, said Fish.
man applicants since 1983, to be working 'in the U niver"We are trying to ease the according to Fish. He said the · sity's favor."
pressure on the capacity of average rise is about 400 to 500
Fish estimates next year's
Residential Life," said Fish.
applicants per year. This year's· freshman class at 65 perceqt in
Last year's freshman class of increase was about 19 percent state students and 35 percent .
2,414 was the largest ever, or 2,000 applicants.
out of state. He said of 12,460
according to Director of Resi-,
F'ish said he there was a rise . applicants, 5,600 have been
dential Life, Carol Bischoff. She . in applications for both in and accepted for admission. Indrsaid Residential Life was not out-of-state students. High cations from deposits show the
planning for the record size school seniors are applying to freshman class will be· between
class, artd a greater number of . more schools, and UNH 2280 and 2320.
Young Drive was the location for this weekend's police raid.
(file photo)°

Senate approves chairs, stalls votes

INSIDE

By Ja?7 Kumar

Gay councilin g

used

·Record cippliccltions for fall

to

_convert, See
page 3.

Sunday night's Student Senate
meeting featured approvals of
the SBP election results and new
council appointments and the
postponement of two discussions, according to Senate Executive Officer Steve Roderick.
Roderick said the Senate
approved the results of the twoweek-old election, which had
a total turnout of 2,389 voters,
and from which the ticket of
Wendy Hammond and Mike
Rose emerged as victors. Also
approved were Hammo.~ d and

Rose's eight executive council
chairpersoh appointments,
which were announced · 1ast
week.
The appointments approved
were: Alexandra Weill-Academics; Christine Paris e a u / P e t e S i m m o .n s - Commuter Transit Authorities;
Erin Dwyer--Financial Affairs
and Administration; Liz
DeLucia--Health and Human
Services; Rob Rodler--Judicial
Affairs; Trisha Rice-Residential Life; Mike
Desmarais--Student Life; and
Tirri Silk/Michele Scenna-Students For the lJ niversity.

Senate approval, he said.
Roderick said the Senate
tabled discussion of an amendment introduced by Mike Rose
which would remove certain
wording in the alcohol policy.
The w·o}ding limits publicity
for alcohol at smdent organization events, and Roderick said
there was some disagreement
to the amendment so it was
postponed until Thursday.

Roderick said the only ob~ect ions, to any of the approvals
were on the Silk/Scenna appointment, to which there were
two "nay" votes and 12 abstentions. He said, "Most of the
abstentions were returning senators" who didn't agree with
the appointment. _,
Also, Michael Eliasberg was
named chairperson of the Gr~ek
Relations subcommittee of the
Student Life Council and Kim
Varney and Alyson Rando were
named co-chairs of the fresh
Start subcommittee, Roderick
said .. These are not executive
positions .and they do not need
1
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·D1scussion of the proposed
recreational facility was also
postponed, Roderick said, to "let
people think about it" and then
bring it up again Thursday.
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First time ·w hite wate r rafte r catch es the wave
/

.

way you react to stress is going pumped," said Heidi, another
By Bill Quinn
I-jumped
It came into view as we to be very instinctive, said guide from our group. on the
take
to
ready
aboard,
or
scream,
may
"You
Bonnie'.
of
waU
rounded the corner, a
world.
white water towering five feet laugh, o.r cry," she. said. How
"Good luck," said a paddler
wondered?
I
react,
I
will
headed
in the air, an:d we were
the bank of the river.
from
If that wasn't enough, they
right for it. "B.ackwater left
That's easy for him to say, wait
the
at
out
start
we
that
us
told
Mere~
screamed
left!"
·backwater
until.he's sitting where I am,
dith, our guide. She _was trying · hardest part of the river, and
he'll_be shaking like aJeaf. Then
to steer our raft, but there was then i.t gets easier. Who plans
were in motion, ridi_n g on
we
·
backthat
no avoiding fate. We wer.e being these things? Isn't
·the forces of nature. ·
drawn towards Magic Hole by wards to the way you're supWe crashed into the side of
some mysterious power. What posed to do things2 Usually, you
big wave. Our raft turned
the
kind of fool would challen.g e -start with th~ easy parts and
and began to curl over
sideways_
ones.
harder
the
into
work
then
. nature in her home court? It was
of the wave. We are
tube
the
in
' Was this am.other scare tactk?
to·o ·late to turn back now. ·
J thought, lifting
now
history
people
eight
were
Ther~
.
Whitthe
for
I had signed up
of the water with
out
paddle
my
temore School _of Business and assigned to each raft. Meredith
my left hand and scrambling for
was
I
raft
the
guide
to
going
was
RaftWater
White
Economics
the s.a fety rope with my right
· ing Trip, not knowing what to in. She had been ·a guide the
hand.
expect. Twelve other courage- previous summer on this-same
In the same instant the giant
very
ous souls had signed up for the river, but that wasn't
wave swallowed the front of our
same trip. We were heading up rea,ssuring. If she steers a raft
of the water felt
to the Kennebec River in Maine anything like·she steers this van, craft. The force
tackled by a
.being
wa_s
I
l~ke
to take a twelve mile raft ru~ we're in some deep trouble. I
me over the
pushed
it
lineman-,
to
drove
we
as
this
through some of . the most thought
grip on the
My
raft.
the
of
edge
demanding rapids in New Eng- wards our raft headquarters.
We changed into_ wetsuits rope tightened. My heart raced.
land.
picture the scenario of
. The WSBE trip was spon-- there, and were herded into the I could
sucked from the raft and
being
We
cattle.
like
bus
Chevy
old
which
sored by Fireside/COLT,
splattered against the rocks, like
specializes in group activities . . looked like some kind of2 lst
an ant under the sole of a shoe.
blue
ring
a
we_
soldiers,
century
Bonnie
a·nd
ackspn
J
Meredith
Now I was on top of the wave,
Spencer were our two guides for body suits with bright otange·
looking down at it. From my
the trip. Meredith had been space packs strapped to our
in the front of the raft,
trained in white water rafting backs, armed with silver-black position
I could see the water four .feet
paddles.
the
of
one
and was gQing to lead
It was unbelievable. There below me. The back of the raft
rafts down the river.
the wave by
"No one has ever died on this were hundreds of other soldiers , was whipped over
half. I
front
the
of
action
the
belonging
all
scene,
tle
t
ba_
th_e
river," said Meredith, in our last at
nothing
but
screams,
the
heard
minute training session. That to different armies. There was
The intensity of my
was reassuring to know, but the blue army, the yellows, the registered.
with nature overstruggle
own
what about all the people who reds, it looked like an endless
all other events
shadowed
to
began
I
paddlers.
of
parade
·
mangled
or
had been paralyzed
_
around me.
why didn't she tell us abou: relax a bit. If they could all do
The person paddling on the
it, why shouldn't I? I heard
them?
side ,was hurled into the
~y pre-trip-anxi~tywas forth- someon_e shout, "rafters have :· right
raft. She fell -a t my feet and
er mcreased when we were told nothing to fear but fear itselff'
looked up at me like a· scared
that we m_ight react in unexpect- · Our turn came, and we set our,
ed ways to the situation, The ' raft into the, river. "Get puppy- ·l . v.;;as · helpl_~_~,\ If 1-'

Ready for a challenge? Take a dive at ~hite water rafting. (file
.
..
.
·
_
photo)
yards of rapids left to deal ~ith
rel.eased my grip on the rope,
"We're out of control'';
I was puttrng my own life in
·
·
danger. She would have to make
screamed our guide, from th~ .
it on her own. She clawed at the
back of the -raft. Yq~ didn'tfoive
side of the raft, hooking the
safety rope and pulling herself · • to b~-a detective m figure that
back up into position.
RAPIDS, pag'e 12
_W~ ,came out-of Magic Hole_'
sq.JI: mtact{ hut we stilt had·+ oo .
•
•<
• --: . .'• ~ . ! .
I
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NEWS- IN BRIEF
Bush maybe knew of
., Panama nian drugs

TNH throttle s Senate

-· Th~ fighting has included gun battles inside a
hosp1tal, where a doctor said -militiamen forced
surgeons to ope_rate on dead-comrades "to bring
,
them back to life."

Last Friday, The New Hampshire Headliners
once ag~in pounded the living crap out of the Student
The Ghairman of a Senate subcommittee dealing
Senate m softball, by the resounding score of 13with Latin America·n affairs said he would be
5. Led by two not-quite-tape- measure home runs
Talks between strikers and the management were
surprised if Vice President George Bush was not
by Mike "Blind Mart's Wardrobe" Stinson, the resumed, three hours after Lech Walesa and about
aware in December 1985 that Panamanian leader
student newspape,r p_punded oµt a 25-hit attack
1,000 other workers defied an ultimamatum to leave·
• Gen. Manuel Noriega was involved in drug
through seven innings (at which point the senators
·
the Lenin shipyard or face prosecution.
.
trafficking.
couldn't take anymore and crawled away in
'. Negotiations broke off Sunday afternoon, promptThe New York Times, in a report published in
ignominious defeat).
mg fears among strikers that the security forces
Sunday's editions, reported tha~dward Everett
_The ~ea_dliners received stellar (if somewhat
the plant might move in to crush the
surrounding
who
Cote
Duck"
Briggs, the U.S. ambassador to Panama, told Bush
"Lame
Beth
wild) pitchmg from
work stoppage.
it;i a Dec: 16, 1985, meeting about ca_b les sent to
stymied the Senate offense with her "Throw~ TheOne of the strikers' demands in the week-old
the S_tate Department recounting allegations of
~all-~,nd-H;ope : They-Don't-Hi t-It" pitch. Chris
work halt is for the reinstatement of a ·shipyard
Noriega's involvemept with drugs.
Pops Pollet dispensed fatherly advice and made
chapter of the outlawed Solidarity trade union. The
Bush has said he knew of no clear evidence that
some solid plays at .third, with Bryan "Linus"
government has said that was not negotiable. ·
Noriega was involved in drugs until Febuary, when
A~exander, Joanne. "Mighty Mite" Marino, and
All was_ qu~et at the shipyard late Sunday after
Noriega -was indicted on dru.g trafficking charges
Stmson rounding out the all-star infield.
the dead-lme m the management ultimatum passed
in Florida.
· Sus~n "Smiley Face" Flynn proved to be an
·
·
/
at 6 p.m.
._ "If he didn't know, that's almost as disturbing
offensive force, with three infield hits and her own
ago
week
a
began
strike
shipyard
said
Lenin
The;
-Conn.,
D
Dodd,
Christopher
Sen.
"Master
Jay
sense,"
in a
patented "skip" style of base-running.
Monday and came during a period of labor upheavel
on NBC-TV's ''Meet the Press" program. "He was . Tan" ~umar we~t 2-for-3., and made a spectacular
that has been the worst in Poland since the 1981
Durling
director of the Ceptral lnte'lligence Agency, and
Wonder"
catch m cent_er field. Bob 'Bong
·military crackdown.
General Noriega has been on the U.S. government
had a fe~ hits ( and one of them had something
payroll for some years: So, I'm concerned in a-sense.
W do w1th softball). Pamela "Danger-Pron e"
that he would suggest that he wasn't aware· of it
DeKoning got lost in right field and was not found ·
·
at all."
~~til af~~r the game. Adam "12" Fuller and John
_Thousands of Chi_nese schoolc,hildren will go
· J1m Ed Kelley were steady in the outfield. Chuck without
textbooks this fall because of a worsening
"~TP_:er" McCue a·~ted as playing-manag er, pro- .
an official newspaper reported.
shortage,
paper
vidmg both leadership and play-by-play on the field.
.
.
e China Daily said the crunch
English~languag
The
All .in all, the game was more of the same for
The Coast Gua-rd on S<1.turday seized the Ark Royal,
~ost of making paper,
rising
the
from
result~d
last
a 133 . . foot yacht valued at $25 million after finding . the_. se_n ators, who were- soundly whipped
resell it for . prof it,
who
pecµlators
s
by
hoardmg
.
se_tne~ter·, too. Better luck next year, kids.
1-lOth of an ounce of marijuana aboard, claiming
'
··
and a state-ordered cut in imports.
the vessel ·under the "Zero Tolerance"_plan -aimed
\ It also said many ~anufacturers are reluctant
' at thwarting recreational drug use. A spokeswom.an
to make _the kind of p~per used in newspapers,
for the American Civil Liberties Union denounced
magazines and textbooks because the government
16-hour
a
ended
militias
Moselm
Shiite
Rival
.,
·
.
•
file
to
willing
was
. th~ seizure and_said the group
keeps the facto.ry sale price unprofitably low.
uce Su nd ay, fighting each other with tanks, mortars
smt on the ground that the policy has no legal basis. ·· t~_
nd
The State Council, ~hina''s cabinet, has ordered
rocket launchers in battles that
_A Coast Guard spokesman said the butt of a - a. truck..,Jnounted
·.
kill~d five people and wounded 20, police said.
d
•
••
local goverments that _publish and distribute
The_toH from thre_e days of fighting rose · to 8·7
?1an1uana cigarette was spotte __ i~ a _tr~~sh can ar;id
textbooks to increase subs-i dies to encourage
was found ih
amount of man1uana
small
another
breakdown
the
following
wounded
7
23
and
dead
It also gave publishers permission to
publication.
stateroom.
a
of ari l~anian and Syrian brokered cease-fire.
rai~e prices, the report said.
~

/

.

-·

.Solidari ty defy· order

China short on books

Yacht seized'for·, p_o t

Beirut ceasefir e ends
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Speak er claims
cure for gays

Students stmt for the Special Olympics at Club Coke. (Eric Stites photo)

Club Coke ·rocks MUB Pub
By Susan Flynn
On Sunday night SCOPE
sponsored Club Coke, an _·ev:ent
brought to campus to raise
money for Special Olympics and
at the same time allow students
to alleviate some pre-final anxiety.
Club Coke. an organization
owned_by the Coca -Cola organization, put on a show "similar
to Club M-TV,". acc_o rding to
President of SCOPE George
Gavutis.
Gavutis said that SCOPE paid
$3,700 to have the group come
to UNH. He said that whatever

they didn't have to pay for the
disc jf>ckeys would go to Special
,
Olympics.
· "I _expect there to be around
$3,000 left," said Gavutis, "after
they_paid the three dj's.''
The event w'a s free to all
UNH students -and about 300
of them took advantage ·of this
oppornrniw to dance. to some
fun, popular music, said Gavutis.
"Considering how UNH stu_den ts_show up for any; event, ·
they usually don't," said Gavutis,
"the turnout was about average.
I would have liked to have seen
more people there though."

Shaws Supermrket ·i n Dover
donated ten cases of Coke to be
sold at the dance, said Gavutis.
They gave the remainding cans
of soda to Club Coke to be sold
at their next performance, he
added.
"Club Coke has played at a
lot of schools down South," said
Gavutis. "I guess they have also
played at UMO."
. The event will receive some
financial backing from MUSO,
although it was originally supposed to be a mutual effort in
organizing the project, said
Gavutis.

TKE rolls kegs for charity
By Susan Flynn
Fifteen college stud~nts, a
beafrtifol sunny day, arrd~a keg,
equals a party, right? Wrong.
No, not this Saturday when 15
brothers of Tau Kappa Epsilon
used one of these popular aluminum containers to earn over
$500 for Muscular Dystrophy.
In their third annual keg roir
TKE brothers took turns pushing a keg the 42, mile route from
the State House in Concord to
Durham, said Vice President
of TKE Shaun Hekking.
According to Hekking the keg
-was placed in a lawn mower like
device and each brother ran on
the average about one and a half
miles. The remaining brothers
followed behind in a van giving
support and waving to people
passing by.
The seven year -old N.H.
Muscular Dystrophy poster
child met the group in Concord
and took a try at pushing the
keg around the parking lot
before they left, said Clinton
Libbey, co-chairperson of TKE
public relations.
"It was really inspiring for
us to see him before we left for
the run," said Libbey." I think
it gave us an extra incentive."
The keg roll was over at three'
p.m., six hours after the fifteen
men left Concord, said Hekking.
The last half mile the brothers
joined forces and pushed the keg
to their house on Strafford Ave.
"It went quickly," said Hekking. "And it was reaUy fun." .

Many members of the auBy Amy Rogers
The te:nsion ran unusually · dience wanted to know about
· high at Intervarsity Christia_n _ Whittaker'sstanceon thosewho
Fellowship meeting last Thurs- are involved in a happy homoday night when Roger Whittak- sexual relationship.
Whittake,r said he realized
er stated that people are not
born homosexual, but rather there are people who are like ·
that, but his ministry is for
victims of a troubled childhood.
·
_ Whittaker represented Re- people who are not happy.
"There are some people who
direction, an organization
whose aim is to provide homo- are not willing to .accept the
sexuals with "hope, help and teachings of the Scripture, and
healing." To a crowd of over' 40 that I have a hard time dealing
people, many who were there with," sa.id Whittaker.
"They st ill want to continue
to protest, Whittaker said he
did not w_a nt to condemn in their sin, they just .don't want
to have the pain and the agony
· anyone.
"I pray that all of you have that goes along with the lifes·
li~ed a good Christian life," said tyles," said Whittaker.
The crowd lingered to discuss
Whittaker.
Whittaker said he found ho- their views after the question
mosexuality to be a sin that a and answer period ended.
Sherry, an lntervarsity
Christian lifestyle could rectify.
"Homosexuality is a sin that member, said she found Whit- taker to be, "very interestingJesus took to the cross," said and enlightening."
Dennis O'Connell, another
Whittaker. 'Jesus washed tha.t
group member, said he thought
sin with his blood."
Whittaker quoted the ~ible _it was 'time to stop separating
in qrder to provide the audience betweem them and us.
'Tm glad we had this because
with some inspiration that God
will forgive them for the lives it gets us all thinking," said
O'Connell. 'Tm still trying to
they have led up until now.
"In Corinthians 5: 17 the bible wrestle through the issues mysays,· ... if any man be in Christ, self. But too many times we put
he is a new creature; old things groups into quotations, 'Chrisare passed away, behold, all tian'or'homosexual.' Weshould
things become new,' " said stop using quotations and brtng
everyone together."
Whittaker.
Debbie, a patient of Redirect - Judge, said he was strongly
spoke about her conversion against Whittaker and the mesfrom life as a homosexual, to sage that had been given.
"I came because I wanted to ·
one of a heterosexual. ·
"It was, j1,1st like Sat~n to hear the Christain Church's gaypromise something (homosex- bashi'ng and infact tn<l_t:'s what
uality'),"-~said"-Debbie, "and not · · we heard~" saidJudge:-"But Ir
asked .the minister (Whitta_ker)
come through."
Debbie said she learned to to spread the message of Chris- ·
locate her emotional needs in tian unconditional love and
acceptance of gays."
·
the Lord.
"First he commiserated with ·
. "-In the beginning growing
up I felt different, like the the complaint and then group
stranger," said Debbie. "I could members voiced apology and
be in a crowd of people, but I regret for having used gay words
like 'queer' 'fag' and 'homo' as
felt alone."
A half hour question and insults," said Judge. "I think that
·answer period followed the it's important for him to have address where people questi- a positive Christ_ian message,
oned the teachings of Redirec- not just hell-fire condemnation."
,
tion.

TKE fraternity raised mo~ey for Muscular Dystrophy.
·
on Saturday. (Eric Stites photo)
Becking said , he feels the
Greek system often becomes a
target for the majority of the
population, and this is due to
ignorance.
"We are conscious of things
happening," said Hekking. "We
want people to see that we are
aware of other things than our
social lives."
·Libbey said he finds it unfortunate that op.ly the negative
things about the Greek system
.
make th~ papers.
"This story should be on the
front page," said Libbey, "but
instead it will be hidden somewhere iv the middle.
Hekking said he is a,ngry that

the -Greeks have become a
"chopping block" and if they
forced to leave campus it is the
community that will lose out.
"I haven't-seen the administration raise any money for
charity this semester," said
Hekking. "It is about time the
Greek system gets recognized."

Give yourself an:
unfair advantage with these dynamic
seersucker separates
from Susan Miller.
1000/o cotton . ·.. and
one-thousandpercent knock-out!
At Lucky
, ~trike now.

Hekking said that TKE plans
to continue this event next year
along with several new ideas, 1
including a Student Activities \
Fair.
"We want to make things like
this the rule," said Hekking,
"not the except_ion."

*********************•
*_*#***
}***~******
Hampshire wo~ld like to :
. The New
t· . .************
*
.
**:
*·
wish everyone a
**a
!:*
happy and healthy summer vacation!
}
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·Wh at wou ld you iv-ost ·like ·to see diff eren t whe n you com e bac k
to UNH~ in the fall?

''More involve ment with the
. sports team. It seems this campus
is lacking in school spirit and
maybe the teams: would benefit
· from more studeni support."

''Parkin g. I'd like to see more
parking spaces available. I live
off-cam pus so that's a most
relevant issue. "
Ken Graham
Jun:ior
Blee. Engineering

Kathy Quintili ani
Undec.
Sophomore

''I persona lly would like to see
. the admin:istration•become more
involved with the students and
their activity with academ ics.
And also a less biased viewpoint
of greeks on this campus."

Brad Grande
Nuclear Phys./T urf Mgt.
Freshman

.''Bett(Jr parking
facilities. . · More
.
· parking lots for residen t students and less of a hassle for
people .t<J .get permits."

Tricia Menard
Undec.
Fre5hman

~ •
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Few places can match the University of New Hampshire summer ~ence -:the challenge of acad~i c excellence, in a setting rich with nature and history.
It's a Univers ity offering over 2.50 summer courses and special programs. It
has

-

~~

one of the finest hbraries and most advance d enginee ring facilities ...set in a
town which still retains traces of its colonial past. It offers oourses for degree
credit, career advance ment, and personal develop ment ...in ill\ area which
provide s jazz festivals, boat races and art shows.

We invite you to join us for Summer 1988 at UNH. Whethe r you're intereste
d in
graduat ing early, making up credits, easing your fall courselo ad, or taking
1
a>Ul'St$ of special interest, plan now to attend UNH Summe
r Session.
·

In class and after hours, join over 5000 students of all ages from around the
WQrld .. .and experien ce a great universi ty, in an ~tche d setting.
·
Six summer terms--6 , 6, 10, or 12 weeks long. Noncred it courses start
through out·the summer .
·

Registration Now In Progress.
The first summ er term begin s May 23.
Terms
May 23-June 24
. May 23-July 1
May 23-July 29

May 23-August 12
July 5-August 5
July 5-August 12

Call (603) 862-4234 today for your free UNH Summe r Session Catalog.
UNH Summe r S':ssion, 6 Ganiso n Avenue , Durham, NH 03824

1 .

' '

~-. --==---·
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Where the qu· · . e ca
is matched oy the quality of life.

r~O ipan d~: ~~; _-;~ err~ ;-~;

I Avenue, Durham, NH <B824; or call (lim) 862-4234 today for your-~7
free
I
I
Summer Session Bulletin.)
I
I □Please send me the UNH Summ er Session
I
I
·Bulletin, describing'o ver 250 credit and
I
I
noncr edit courses and special programs.
I
I
I
.
. ·· I
I NameI
1· A d d J l ~ - - - - - - - - - - - - - 1
State
Zip _ _ __
I City
L
I
..
.
. I
~D ~':_ ~=e n~~ ~ ~S~~~~on ~re. ~1:J

----,
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TUESDAY, MAY 10
LAST DAY of classes
HUMANITIES LECTURE SERIES - "A Summing Up,"
Charles H . Leighton, Spanish and Classics. Room 216,
Hamilton Smith, 11 a.m. to 12:30 p.m.
UNIVERSITY LIBRARIAN CANDIDATE - Larry S. Sullivan, ·
candidate for position of UNB Libr,a rian, will meet with
UNH faculty and graduate students .at 1 p.JJl., Foru~ Room,
·
Dimond Library.
UNH SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA AND SYMPHONI~
BAND - Johnson Theater , Paul Arts, 8 p.m., free, public
invited.

WEDNESDAY,MAYll

,

READING DAY
BASEBALL - vs. Dartmouth-2, 1 p.m.
MEN'S LACROSSE - vs. Dartmomh, 3 p.m.
. CELEBRITY SERIES - Alfred Brendel, Piano. Johnson
·
Theater, Paul Arts, 8 p.m. Ticket Information: 862-2290.

T~URSDAY, MAY 12
_The C~ngrev~ m.ud wrestling _ tradition continues - here's mud in your eye. (file photo)

.C ongreve crew slings mud
.

By Kellie wardman

~

.

much·

READING DAY
ART GALLERIES BROWN BAG.SERIES - Gallery Walk ~
- Exhibiting Bachelor of Fine Atts students. Paul Arts Center, •
noon.
UUNIVERSITY LIBRARIAN CANDIDATE ~ Noreen S. ~
Allreqge, candidate for position of .UNH-1.ibrarian, will meet
with faculty and graduate students at 1 p.m., .Foru,m Room, .
·
.._,, .
Dimond Library. .

"Revenge would .be long and
coaxing from the· crowd.
The first group of five. did not sweet coming/' Croteau said
·~ The courtyard in front of have too many spectacular soon after he joined the colony ·
PSYCHOLOGY COLLOQUIM - Graduate Student Research
.Colloquim. Room 101, Conant, 2-f:30 p.m. Followed by endC:o ngreve Hall looked _fairly moves, but their technique was of brown college students checkof-year reception.
innocent Saturday mornmg-as interes'ting. Basically, they ing out the possibilities among
students we.re sprawled on the threw each other in the mud, the still-:-sparkling clean people.
LECTURE - Professor Michael DePorte, first recipient of
It was definitely hazardous
lawns trying to catch some early picked themselves up, and thr:ew
Lindberg Award for Outstanding Scholar-Te~fher in College
to your health to remain near
rays, but no more than usual on each other back in.
of Liberal Arts, will present a lecture on Con Mep. and
The contest was so tight that the pit if you knew any of the ·
.
a,. bright spring day.
.
Madmen." Dean's Offices, Murkland, 4 p.m. .
·. ~~en _a_t 1_:~~- pm, .w hen fir st , . -the judge -was unable to dec;lare wrestlers. ·· •
By four p.m., after more water·
drrt be~an turnmg over between a winner. One of the problems
FRIDAY, MAY 13
the stairs and below the st one was that the rules· were too had already been added each
FINAL EXAMS BEGIN
wall, som~one cou_l~ have simple--there weren't any. Even time the mud depth had lo'¥"':t ~~ . ..~, . :._, -:$~~r ,. ·. ~'.t-~i-:r-:,c,;,~·1;... 1-~ ,, -~ ..,. ~:r~.-r~:-~..:~:~t
,1..~.:--· , ::;.~, ~--~.-.•
1 -.~ ~.•V,;."'"'7~✓-~~--: ~'!J;~,.·-·1 ... ~-1~-:~~- ._.__
~~~!~~~'~4-,,~ ~!-~?1!~-,~~~!~~~~~\ .tlae-r'.u,l~:-about~ha~i-n.g ~r.~i rls,.. wered, &he·,ring was aothing but ,;..c (:ONCER
1' ·_·New Hampshire Gentlemen Spring ·Song 1.
than guys was ignored once · a dirty sheet of plastic as the
;;:st>ffi~thmg was gomg on.
Festival with guest group the Wellesley Tupefos. Johnson
_, The UN~ ca~pus coul1 have people started throwing each dirt had walked away on the
th e
Theater,'Paul Arts, 8 p.m., students/senior citiz(;!ns $3, general ·
·
now
and
relieved
the
of
bod1·es
·
·
h
is
year
this
1t;
,_.e xpected
.
m.
er
ot
C
h
.
: :· .: . -.
·..
.
$5.
,
No one needed guidelines or · relaxed students.
fourth m a row t at ongr~ve
.. After the mud wres~ling was
,has sponsored a ~ud wresth~g- _w_a9ted any--trying to put 9rdet
SUNDAY, MAY 15 , '.
. .contest. The residents were_, t ntoa mud wrestling contest " declared .official~y over (all the
)~oin_g to be out~o~e by any P?St:, ·•~h~'t ti kes place ~ v/eek ;before dorm executives, th~ hall direc. THOMPSON sc'.HooL COMMENCEMENT·· - Fi~ld· House,
glones; four off1Cial teams were · final exams would have been tor Annie Brabazon, and the
2p.m.
.·prepared to wrestle, a nd at least . ridiculous: and certainly not as announcers had been thrown
THURSDAY, MAY 19
1"n), those who had already tak_en
d they would · muc'h fu n .
h knew
.a dozen .others
The closest Mud Mania came one shower after their first · FINAL EXAMS END
,,end up mt e 1p.u •
By 3:00 p.m., the 15 foot-in- to order was after the second encounter took -another, or just
tircumfer~nce h~le was_ covered match, wl)en the participants took part in the cookout dirty.
· FRIDAY, MAY 20
What better, healthier way
·with plastic and filled with three remembered the mud pies of
bags of peat moss ~nd water_. their youth and discove~ed how to relieve some stress and get
SENIOR DAY
. A few Congreve residents and . to make them fly. The ·pleas of out some tension? Congreve's
SATURDAY, MAY 21
.RAs we_re ge~ting th'e ir fast :~A·ndy ~iotem.i,,:Cqdg,reve's Pres- Mud Mania was once again a
stomps m, trymg to 1!1ake .the . id.ent, · (purely for the sake of success. Although the supply
COMMENCEMENT -·Cowell Stadium, 10:30 a.in.
mud as gushy as poss1b,le. T.~e ~ keeping· mud in .the pit) v.,7ere of Clorox Bleach in Congreye
three-inch-deep dark poo:l did futile--it was too nmc,h fun to · is almost depleted because of
RECEPTION - A reception for Erigl~sh major gr~duates and
throw mud at feUow wresders the efforts of those students who
·n ot look too appetizing.
their families immediately followmg graduat10n. foyer,
were throwri in wearing some,
The first team lined up was and the announcers. · .
Hamilton Smith, noon.
In some· students, Wrestle- thing white, it was definitely
ready. By 3:15--three girls from
·
the first floor were going to be mania instincts soon tQok over worth it.
SUNDAY, MAY 22
Frank Stifter, a freshman
wrestling two guys.from the _ and people began to come flying
SEACOAST NHMTA RECITAL ~ Bratton Reciial Hall, Paul
third floo.r. ~The only rules I · off of the stone wall, landing electrical engineer said the
·
•.
Art_s, 3 p.m.
overheard were that there would : face first in the mud. One floor entire day was great.
"It was the most outragoeus
be rio nudity, no_guys ou_tnuIT?- , in Congreve would ta_k e- on
:M:ONDAY, MAY 30
beting the girls m the pit, ap.d " a·nothe-r, and many people got and intense mud filled two hours
that there could be no ~harp taken to the pit and dropped in, I have ever' experienced," said -,
MEMORIAL DAY - Offices close_d.
objects unless absolutely rieces- whether they wanted to wrestle Stifter.
Stifte said he was involved
or not. Bodies were hitting the
·
sary.
COMPLETE CURRitULUM
: No one really want~d to ·be now-shallow pit with a thud, in a difficult match between the.
IN ENGLISH, SPANISH
_the first i~ the ~ud, sou look~d and usually immediately after- guys on his floor, and the girls
ENJOY
for a while like Mµd _Manta wai:ds, another thud "Would on the first floor of Congreve.
SJ LOUIS JJNIVERSITY'S
·1 'They really put up an imLiberal Ar-ts, Business, ·
·w ould ne_v er get started. B\1t .. .follow,. echoing the body slam
MADRID CAMPUS
- pressive fight," said Stifter.
finally the contest began, afte_r_ ~-·, by ·a fellow Congreveite.
Science, Hispanic Studies
•1•.-~..

* * * * *

•;,..

JULY SESSION INCLUDES:
GRADUATE PROGRAM IN
HISPANIC STUDIES
*SLU is an AA/EOE
Apply NOW for SUMMER &

CALENDAR IN FORMATION MUST BE SI;iJM.t -i 1.ED TO
. THE OFFICE OF STUDENT ACTIVITIES, ROOM 322, MUB.
(Obsei,-ve de.adli.nes (?fi proper forms)

. Do you want to ga_inv-aluable writi.n g exp~, The 'N-ew Hampshire (USP,S 379-280) is publishJa ·and disuibu'ted semi-weekly
d
rience, have· a goo. _ti~e f .. .tJ}roughout the academic.year. Our offices are located in _Rooin 151 of the Memorial
.and get paid simultane- , ~ Union Building, UNH, Durham, NH 03824. Busin!-!SS Ofice hours: MondayFriday 10am-3pm. Academic year subscription: $24.00. Thira class postage
·
.
paid at Durham, NH 03824. Advertis_e rs should check their ads.die first day.' ..'
ousl y? Then The New
The New Hampshire will in no cas.e be res,ponsible for typographical-or other .
_Hampshire is for you!

FALL!

-

INFORMATION:
TEL: 1-800-325-6666 ,
221 N GRAND BLVD
ST. LOUIS, MO 63103
or C/ DE LAVINA, 3
MADRID 28003

,rrors, -but will reprint i:hat part of an adve~tisment· fo which a typographical
~rror appears, if ·notified immediately. P()STMAS'fER: send address changes
to The-New Hampshire, 151 MUB, UNH, Durham, NH 03824. 8,000 copies pri~ted _
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WORK OlJTD'O ORS
GENERAi
MUB LOCKER RENTALS: Keys for the keyed
lockers must be returned for key deposit REFUNDS
and locks must be r.emoved from blue lockers by
May 27. Loc~ers may be r:ent:d for the summer.
.
Stop in Ro_o m 322 of the MlJB.

'

LOST AND FOUND SALE: Come and .claim or
purchase articles accumulated this semeste~ at UNH
Los~ & Found in the MUB. Tuesday, May 10, outside
of the Grafton Room? MUB, 1-4 p.m.

UNH WOMEN'S CENTER AGENDA: All interested members of the UNH Community are
encouraged to attend ari open meeting to formulat<::
an agenda for the UNH Wo;rien's Center for the
88-89 academic year. Monday, May 9, Grafton Room,
MUB, 7 p:m.

INDIVIDUAL IZING WORLD PEACE: Sponsored
· by, UNH Bahai Club. Open discus.sion from all
angles, with discussion of literature aad sharing
of thoughts. All people welcome. Mondays until
sc.hool ends, Notch Room, MUB, noon to 1 p.m.
Free.

1

HELPING YOUNG' PEOPLE LEARN
ABOUT THEIR ·ENVIRONMENT
AT Pll':JEISlAND DAY ·¢AMP
2849 BROWN AVE.
MANCHESTE~, NH 03103 ·

CAll 627~5637

SUMMER WORK-STU DY JOB: Assist ~ecretary
in reorganizing office filing systems a~d resource
center. Organizationa l and computer skills hel~ful.
Some errands, photocopying and general typmg·,
.10 hours per week . .Roomm 307, Dimond Library,
Women's Stu<!ies Department. 862-2194.

MOTHER'S DAY BAG LUNCH: Join other nontraditional students to relax and celebrate a semester
of successfully juggling paren~ing and studies. Fr~e
,_ flowers for all mothers! Brmg you lunch; well
· provide beverages. Tuesday, May 10, NonTraditional Student Center, Pettee House, 12:30
to 2 p.m.

THIS-·SU.NiMER

I.S.I.S. (INCEsr SURVIVORS IN SISTERHOOD ):
A sharing discussion for surv•i vors of incest (no
abusers): Call Lesley at 868-1373 for more
information, after 7 p.m. Every Thursday, through
May 19, Non-Traditio nal Student Cemer, Pettee
·
HoQse, 4-5:30 p:m.

HEJ\LTH

ADULT CHILDREN OF ALCOHOLICS MEETINGS: For individulas who have been affected by
their pa.rents drinking. THursdays, 2nd floor
· Conference Room, Health Services Center, 1-2
p.m.

ALCOHOLICS ANONYMOU S MEETING (WOMB.R.E.A.K (BAG IT, RELAX, EAT AND CONEN ONLY): Women concerned about their drinking
NECT): Students who a-re divorced, separated,
or thi'nking about it are invited to meet for sharing ·or drug use. Fridays, 2nd floor Confe-rence Room,
Health Services Center, noon to 1 p.m.
discussion. Stop in for at least an hour; bring your
lunch. Information: 862-3647. Every Monday,
through May 16, Non-Tradition al _S tudent Center, ·· AL-ANON (OPEN): Individuals affected by
·
another's use of alcohol or_.,.o ther drugs. Mondays,
Pettee Hous~, 11:30 a.m. to 1:30 p.m.
Room 106,James, noorrtol p.m.
PIZZA LUNCH: Join other nori-traditioNal students
ALCOHOLIC S ANONYMO US MEETING
to share a piza. Relax at the end of the week with
(OPEN): Individuals concerned about their drinking
good company and good food. Serving delicious
or drug use. Mondays, Tuecday~, Wednesdays, &
MUB pizza for $1 per slice; beverages available.
Thursdays, 2nd floor Conterence Room, Health
Every Friday, through May 20, Non~ Traditional
·
Center, noon to 1 p.m.
-Service
p.m.
2
to
noon
!:fouse,
Pettee
Student Center,

~,

FOR -INFORMATION
.

~..~~,--~,,.~~~'~
......
~~
r:'~~,
.: . -~
, ·-_
~ Safe and Secure .. ·

!

SUMME R STORA GE SPECIA L • ·

~

lI
Ii
I

i

I
I
I
i

·
$150 May-Sept
Save big with advanc e payme~ t
on our most popular 4x6 ft; bm . ~
Purdy Self-Storage
Dover

i

· . . . . ..--....,.,

~

~

I

742-442 2

. .._.,.,.,,.,

I

-

L................~.............................~~
.
"•~KEY ,
iii PERSOIIB, INC.
Quality Olfk» Personnel
Temporary and Permanent

SUMMER JOBS

·Office suppo rt positio ns

*****************·*************************''
STRAFFORD ·eousE

Lotus 1,2,3 users, executive secretari es;
d~ta entry~ '· w ord processo rs";- /s..•
reception ists.
We' offer referral bonuses and .
scholarsh ip .opportunities.
Call Key personal today for details
964-9495

Now Leasing,!for FALL 88
(ALL UTILITIES INCLUD ED)
Single and double occupanc y rooms.
Electric heat with individua l thermosta ts.
Wall to wafl carpeting . _
Altrooms complete ly furnished .
Refrigera tor, stove, and sink in each room.
· Telephon e and television jacks.
Cable TV available.
Parking available. Laundrom at.
Lounge area. Year round patio.
The Strafford House is located within the heart of Durham, N.H. with
all the _facilities of the University of New Ham:·pshire within walking
,
distance.

· Rental Office at .
The Strafford House
868.:2192

14 Strafford Ah.
Durham, N.H.
M-f: 9-1 and
2-4

***********************~******************,

-----------II

• AUTO .SALES

I

1st YEA8 PO!~NTIAL ·

5,000 . 1
to·s3
0
20,00
1 No Experience Necessary I
5

I . but Experience Welcome
1
t Commis sion Structur e
I •\• Excellen
Major Medical & Dental_
·
Bonus Plan .
.I ••Multi-Mil
lion ·Dollar Inventor y
··
I • Paid Vacations -

I·

-Apply in Pers-on to:
Bob Cyr or Gene Kenney

.

.
1
I
II

J·I
I
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*wor<i"Association
( 603). 669~2423 "

Word Processing • fyping • Transcription
- _Durham, New Hampshire
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!!! Summer Jobs !!!
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Get a jump on your job hunting for this summer by applying
for a position with us now or during your next school break.
We will have several positions available from May through
August in our Production and Warehouse departments. Most
~sitio~s wiH be Cull-!ime, first shif~ •. but so~e part-time posihons wall also be available. All posahons w~ll pay S6.00/hour.

•~,

Gr~eks copipete at the keg roll during the Wacky Olympics. (Brya'.n Lyons photo)
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Scarborough and Co. Inc.

:~,:;l~~ 03oss
673-3800
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By Leigh Rubin

Rubes®.·

~.'~

!;t;?1

~•,:...
If you would like to work in a friendly, clean and smoke- ;;_f.,>t~t
free environment, you can stop in our office to ~pply · ~(t ·
Mon.-Fri., 9 am-4 p111. No appointment necessary~ You'll be ·
and ini_ormed immediat~ly of our · .~.~
interviewed on the snnt
.,.
i~,-..
.
decision to hire you or not. .

...
·•~'.......
~
I}~ Secure your summer job-now and avoid_t~e stress ol hunt.
[i";', ing for one during finals or: when school gets out.
~i•~

1~•.

COLLEGE CREDIT
Don't Get Caught Short Next Year ·
ALPS~
Alternative Loans for Parents and Students
AFFORDABLE FIXED RATE FINANCING: ALPS offers· OPEN ELIGIBILITY: There are no -maximum jncome or
asset restrictions tied to ALPS, nor are you required to subBecause this is set for the total term _of th~ loafl, you know mit to any complex "financial needs" test. Eligibility is pased
e.xactly what your costs will be versus offier financing plans on standard credit review procedures and the stipulation that
with variable rates. Comparing these options, at their current the student either be a New Hampshire resident, or a nonrates, to ALPS, your monthly payments would be slightly less resident attending an approved institution within the State.
today but where will they be ·a- year from now?
EXTENDED PAYMEN'.f' TERMS: ALPS financing allows
UNSECURED FUNDING: The ALPS program does not ask you to spread the cost of your education over a twelve year
you to tie up valuable family assets in order to secure the period. This long-term repayment .cycle makes the overall
funds to invest in another. Does it really make sense to place expense not only affordable but easier for most to manage. ·
these hard earned investments in an unnecessary risk posiCONVENIENT APPLICATION PROCESS: The
tion when -you're not obligated to?
ALPS loan process can be totally handled by
mail, and in most cases takes only about three
RMUSTiC LOAN LIMITS: Designed to
weeks to cC>mplete. The $50 application fee
meet the growing needs of families and stuan.~A•IN'.itll\ is considerably lower than that of other edudents who are not eligible for Federal Assiscational financing options which, in most
tance or who require supplemental funding
cases, charge origination fees of between 4%
over and above traditional sources of finanand 5-% of the principal amount borrowed.
cial aid, ALPS offers access to a single
If you -too need help with your educational
source of funds in ·amounts large enough
· investment, return the attached coupon or ·
to cover _the actual expense of college today.
call us 1DLL-FREE at 1-800-235-2577
Qualified applicants may borrow between
(1-800-525-2577 outside NH). ·
$3,000 and $15,000.

acompetitive flxed annual .percentage rate (APR) of 12% %.

"Let's go for it. If anyone asks questions we'll
· - just use the old I thought it was a seal routine."

Yol.lng'sRestaur;an t
·& ·Coffee Sho·p., Inc.
Bre~kfast
()

3 Blueberry -griddie .~akes
or tea $2

w/ coffee
HIGHER EDUCATION

ASSISTANCE
FOUNDATION

Luncheon
. Chicke~ Burger on a ;esar,ie bun
·
Served w/ Fries· $3..10

Dinner

ALPS program to:
Please·forward additional information
.
-~ on the
.

Hot roast Beef Sandwich Served w/ choice
,,
of Potato-or Tossed Salad $3.25

.

•

I

*Granite State Management & Resources, a New Hampshire voluntary corporation, is responsible for and administers the ALPS program. Granite State
Management & Resources uses the name "New Hampshire Higher Education Assistance Foundation" under the terms of a limited license agreement.

\

1:, '

Name _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _~ - -

, Address _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ City _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
State _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Z i p - - - - - ~ - Phone ( '

.· 48 Main St., Durham,. N.H.

Mail to: NHHEAF • PO Box 877 • Concord, NH 03302
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LEARN .· W:fil .
BARTEND ING
EARN EXTRA INCOME OR
lan4 a goo~ •summer job ·
'. -

SPECIAL ONE-WEEK ·DAY COURSE .,[, .
__
MAY .23-27· . -.
.· : .

·EASYANDFUN .•. TEL. (603)659-3718 /
CALL
;MASTER - . . - " ·.. ·
·
.0 R WRITE · . n~~T~,.IJ~IJ. l~HP.Ot ...'. .
· TO DA y
. · 84 Main Street
.
·
· · NeD.1arket, N.H.·0385'1
.

.

.

)

. . , AT

kinkp•s· · ·

'

~

'

1
Earn g9od summer money
Winebaum News in Portsmouth .
· New Hampshire will, have several
_positions available for the
. summer months day/ night and · ·
· weekends available.

(603)431-2020
. 8:'00-4:30 M-F

.

at
·
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USE T~IS PAGE OR A PHOTOCOPY AS YOUR ORDER FORM. MARK AN "X" IN ·eox NEXT TO YOU-R SELECTIONS..
THE LION AND THE COBRA

SI NEAD O'CONNOR ENSIGN BFV 41612 / CHRYSALIS

I

DEF LEPPARD MERCURY 830 675

1·

EARTH - SUN - MOON

1:

STING

PIRTY DANCING
, .

JOHN COUGAR MELLENCAMP

a..

lwa:

U2
INXS

BRUCE SPRINGSTEEN

■,...

•Z
w

MICHAEL JACKSON

I:=

LAW OF THE FISH .

tH£ CULT BEGGAR'S BANQUET~ 25555/WARNER 8AOS. (8.98)

ELECTRIC

EURYTHMICS RCA 6794-1-R (9.98)

SAVAGE

NEW ORDER .QWEST 25621 /WARNfR BROS·. ( 12.98)

· TANGO IN THE NIGHT

WARNER BROS. 254 71 (9. 98)

l

FOREIGNER

EUROPE

1:

ANl7A BAKER

-.
J.-. \.

_,,

,;-·"

I~

ELTON JOHN

I
I

THE CARS ~LE,KTRA 60747 (9 98)

I

EXPOSE

BRINDA CARLISLE

DOKKEN

I

I

BACK FOR THE AV{'ACK

\

SO FAR, SO GOOD .. . SO WHAT!

MEGADETH CAPITOL CL-48148 (9 98)

I

· OUTSIDE LOOKING IN

BODEANS SLASH-25629/REPRISE (8.98)
,

C

· . ACTUALLY

PET SHOP BOYS EMI-MANHATTAN 46972 (8.98)

VITAL IDOL

BILLY IDOL CHRYSALIS CN 4 l 62Jl

BUSTER POINDEXTER

BUSTER POINDEXTER RCA 6633-1 -R (898)
RICK ASTLEY RCA 6,822· 1·R (8 98)

DAVID BOWIE

' .

WHENEVER YOU NEED SOMEBODY

EMI-MAf'olH:ATTAN rJl 7267 (9.98)

NEVER LET ME DOWN

_.

SPYRO GYRA MCA 42046 (8.98)
:

ST~IES WITHOUT WORDS

ORIGINAL LONDON CAST POL YDOR 831

2 7 3 l POL YGRAM

.,
,,

CHER GEFF£N 24164 (8 98)

PRi~E

..

't(

,,

,,

',.

L.L:.COOl:'J

_,

DH JAM FC 40793,COLUMBIA

; 44-1 .'PQL YGRAM

INTRODUCING HARDLINE ACCORDING TO TERENCE TRENT D'ARBY

...

YOU CAN DANCE

NEXT PLATEAU PL l 007 (B 98)

HOT, COOL AND VICIOUS

. MCA. 5898 (8.98)

JODY WATLEY
SENTIMENTAL HY.'31ENE

THE JESUS AND .MARY CHAIN WA~NER BROS. 25656 (8. 98)
'

DARKLANDS

-~a

,,.

~

.

We ,Are Not.A·.Cfub ! ·

- ·- - ·

,,,

. ,__::....

-

. ··. .

WE ONLY SELL CASSETTESL!· WEACCEPT
PERSONAL CHECKS - OR MONEY ORDERS
POS·TAGE &· HANDUNG: ALL ORDERS MUST .INCLUDE
THREE DOLLARS Bi FIFTY CENTS (3.50]. NO MATTER HOW
LARGE OR SMALL THE ORDER. ALL ORDERS SHIPPED
FIRST CLASS MAIL 1. r,(PES .ARE 100% 'GUARANTEED

Ct;i~R --·

RED
BIGGER AND DEPFER

NAME----------------~-~
ADDRESS .....________..__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

c1rv .....
. -:-,,----- STATE _ _ _ _ ZIP _ _ __

AF?PETITE FOR DESTRUCTION

GUNS & ROSES G[Ff EN GHS 24148 (8 98) .

ECHO AND THE BUNNYMEN

SIR£ 25597 /WARNER BAOS. (8.98)
R (8, 98)

MCA 'i 793 (8 98J

DE88tE GIBSON ATLANTIC 81780 (8.98)

I
I
I
I
I
I
I

-,

,1
I
I

I
I
I

I'
I
I
I

I

L.A. GUNS

-

ECHO AND THE BUNNYMEN
RICK SPRINGFIELD RCA 6620-1

CONTROL

BEST Of 38 SPECIAL.-~FLASHBACK· :

38 ,5PECIAL MM 391 o (9.98>
L.A. GUNS VERTIGO 834

'.

:,o

-...........

A LETTER fROM ST PAUL

;

'

.

... SIGN '0'_THE TIME~

PI\ISlEY PAAK 255 7 7 /WARNER BROS. ( 15. 98)

TH~ COMMUNARDS MCA 42106 (8.98)

TIFfANY

. PHANTOM OF T!-iE OPERA
.,

BEST OF THE !)()ORS

WARREN ZEVON VIRGIN 90603/~TLANTIC (8.98)

KILL 'EM ALL _

MEJALLICA [L[KJRA 60766 (898)

so

\

·SIRE 25535/WARNER BROS. (9.98)

SALT-N-PEPA

. JO0Y WATLEY

MAGIC

ELEKTRA 60735 (9.98)

GRACELAND

A&MSP-3905 (9.98)

COLUMBIA BFC 40964

MADONNA

EXPOSURE

MCA 4 2085 (8 98)

BACK IN THE HIGHLIFE
....·.,

GEffEN GHS 24088 (8.98)

TERENCE TRENT D' ARBY

·,

THE JETS

~ 25448/WARNER BROS. (8.98)

THE SILENCERS RCA 6442-1-R (8.98)
JANET JACKSON

SLIPPERY WHEN WET

MERCUfr.t' 830264-1 / POL '!'GRAM

CLOUDNINE ·

,

RICHARg__MARX

ARISTA Al 8441 (8.98)

KEEP YOUR DISTANCE

I/POl.YGRAM

THE DOORS ELEKTRA 60345 (12,98)

HEAVEN ON EARTH
~

HAPPY?

WARNER BAOS. 25447 (9.9!1)

PETER GABRIEL

DOORTODOO~

RICt4ARD MARX EMI-MANHATTAN ST 53049 (8.98)
BONJOVI

PAUL.SIMON

LESS THAN ZERO

,-.,CA 42080 (8.98)

KISS ME, KISS ME, Kl~ ME

•

_.,,.

GOOD MORNING, VIETNAM

-

THE HOUSE OF DOLLS

.,.

S'T£VE WINWOOO

LIVE IN AUSTRALIA WITH THE MELBOURNE SYMPHONY OR~H.

MCA 2-8022 (10 98)

I

STRANGEWAYS, HERE WE C0ME

DARK HORSE.25643 . WARNER BROS. (9 98)

'

."•

DH JAM SC 44042 COLUMBIA (CD)

CASUAL GODS

(8 98)

CURIOSITY KILLED THE CAT MERCURY 832 025
.GEORGE HARRISON

RAPTURE

ONCE BITTEN

.,.

~,

SOUNDTRACK A&M SP 3913 (9 98)
S6UNDTRACK

,:,•

ELEKTRA 60737 (13.98)

. · SUBSTANCE

PUBLIC-IMAGE LTD VIRGIN 90642 (898)

PERMANENT VACATION

ELEKTRA 604_44 (8

GiEAT WHITE CAPITOL ST 12565 (8. 98)
'

11iECURE

DUOTONES
SPANISH FLY ·

COLUMBIA f C 40477

AEROSMITH GEFFEN GHS' 24 l 62 (8. 98)

::)

GENE LOVES JEZEBEL GEFFEN GHS 241 71

THE FINAL COUNTDOWN

ARISTA Al 8-8427 (8.98;_

USA USA & CULT JMJ

THE SMITHS SIRE 25649/W~R BAOS. (8.98)

INSiDE INFORMATION

ATLANTIC 81808 (9 .98)

EPIC BFE 40241 /E,P.A.

KENNYG.

JERRY HARRISON & <:ASUAL GODS SIRE 25663/WARNER BROS. (8 98)

DOCUMENT

R.E.M. I.R.S. 42059/ MCA (8. 98)

I~cc
I. .

I

BETE NOIRE

"'

'

FLEETWOOD MAC

1;

I
I
I
I
I
I
I

MUSIC FOR THE MASSES

THE RADIATORS EPIC BFE 40888/E PA.

FAITH

GEORGE MICHAEL COLUMBIA OC 40867

BABYLON 'AND ON

BRYAN FERRY REPRISE 25598 (8.98)

BAD

·EPIC 40600/E..P.A.

LONG LIVE THE NEW FLESH

DEPECHE MODE SIRE 25614/WARNER BROS. (8.98)

SKYSCRAPER

DAVID LEE ROTH ~ARN~R BROS. 25671(998)

MAN OF COLOURS
ONE GOOD REASON

SQUEEZE A&M SP 5161 (8.98)

TUNNEL OF LOVE

COLl,JMBIA OC 40999

EYE OF THE HURRICANE :

FLESH FOR LULU CAPITOL CL T 4821 7 (8.98)

KICK

A TL,ANTIC 81 796' (9 98)

I~ MY TRIBE

PAUL CARRACK CHRYSALIS BFV 41578

THE JOSHUA TREE

ISlAND 90581 / ATLANTIC (9.98)

I.
I

BIKINI RED

~

ICEHOUSE eHRv~Aus ov 41 5n

THE LONESOME JUBiLEE

MERCURY 832 465-1 /POL YGRAM

FLOODLANDS

.,

•

THE ALARM I.R.S. 4206I/MCA(t!.98)

.. . NOTHI.NG LIKE THE SUN

A&M SP 6402 (IO 98)

'

10,000 MANIACS ELEKTRA 60738 /898•)

A MOMENTARY LAPSE OF REASON

SOUNDTRACK RCA 6408}-R (9.98)

I

THE SCREAMING BLUE MESSIAHS ELE K'T,RA 60755 <8 98)

HYSTERIA

I / POL YGRAM

PINK FLOYD COLUMBIA OC 40599

w

______.,,-

SISTERS Of MERCY ELEKTRA 60762 (8.98)
•

LOVE & ROCKETS

.
'BIG TIME 6058-1-B/ RCA (8 98)

\

ROCK OF LIFE
TIFFANY
· OUT OF THE BLUE

MAKE CHEc;s PAYABLE ro:

sa:99 x _I_ _ _I ·=

Students Publishing

CATALOGUE (1.00)

P.0. BOX 4649

FORTLAUDERDALE,
FLORIDA,33338

POSTAGE& ,
HAN DLI NG

$3.50

-·- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - _,- - -

~Ye1IPle11e send~~ you 1987 catalog with over 700D 111111. lhave enclosed

suo extra for postage.

TOTAL
ENCLOSED
.•

I
I
I

L___~J
.'
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Th e
·Bl oo m Co un ty .·Co lle cti on
+~

PENGUIN LUST
White T-Shirt
Qty. _ _ _ Size(s)_ __
White Sweatshirt
Qty; _ _ _ Size(s)_ __

ORl~INAL BILL THE CAT

OPUS

L:.t. Grey T-Shlrt
·. Qty _ _ _ Slze(s)_ __

Grey T~Shirt
Qty. _ _ _ Size(s)_ _

· White Sweatshirt
Qty _ _ _ Slze(s),__ _

White S~eatshirt
Qty. _ _ Size(s)___ _

Lt.

BEAVY METAL OPUS
White T-Shirt
_ Size(s)~---~ _
_
Qty.
White Sweatshirt
Qty. _ _ _ Size(s)_ __

BILL-'N OPUS

·i,;·

Black T-Shirt
Qty. _ _ Size(s}___ ·-·- __

· STEVE DALLAS
White T-Shlrt
, - .- .
·$ize(s).aty:

OLIVER '>!tNDELL JO~ES
oeig_e T-Shirt_
: Qty. _ _ _ Size(s)_ __
:I

BLOOM COUNTY BABYLON
NEW BILL THE CAT
Lt. Grey T-Shlrt
. Qty . _ _ _ Slze(S),_ __
White Sweatshirt
Qty. _ _ _ Slie(s)'--+---

' All Shirts.
50/50 Cotton/Polyester

"The newest col•
lection - 5 years
of strips in paper•
back .- peraon1lly

signed by Btri<t
Br11thtd. Exclu·

STARSHIP ENTERPOOP
White T-Shirt
Qty.""--··- _ Size(s) _ __
White Sweatshirt
Qty _ _ _ Slze(s)_ __

sively from Guy 01,nn .
Graphics

List Price $12.95
Plus Postage $1 .50

Qty._ _

t

Allow 4-6 weeks deiivery for personal checks.

_ _ VISA _ _ MASTERCARD - - EXP.IDATE
NUMBER _ _ _..---_ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
. NAME_ __.______ _____ ___

~

cp residents add 4.1 %

sales tax.

Tees: S, M, .L, XL · ,$12.45 ea. postp.aid
Sweats: M, L, XL · $22.45 ea. po$tpaid
MC, Visa, money orders OK.

_ _. ; _ _ c/

· SIGNATURE _ _ __.,....._ _ _ _ _ _ __

MAIL TO:
GUY GLENN GRAPHICS

. ,SHIP -TO: _ _ _. ; . . . _ - - - - ~ - - - -

·1,

DEPT. . B • 5
P.O. BOX 3953
EVERGREl;N, CO 80439-3430
. (303) 674-8667·

/

i
~,,wvv•.v.~ ••

·-. THE FAR SIDE

.

..

..

...❖ • .

~---·

By GARY LARSON
.,
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I

-Hampshire! !!
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Durh am CapY,
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, __

The New

:

Plus ·

· Open Monday - Friday 8:30-5:30

-

....

you are ready for

:

_Chang~s_E!,~ily made wit}?_ our One Year '!1emory storage

I_ ,

Aladdin's lamp, end table and sofa

~

. · 2?_~opie~-- *_2:5- env~loJ:lCs.* '25 extra s~eets of pa~r_

,,_

:

© 1988 Universal Press Syndicate

.Electronicall y Typed
$18.50 includes

~

Typing, Selection of Pape_r and Envelopes

'
·E~»~i
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.RESUMES .
..
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-RAP IDS,_ _

Get Fit For Less
Than $1 a Day ...

I

(continued from page 2)
one out. Of course we were out
'
..
of control.
The raft had spun completely ·
around and we were going .

Summer Workout Special

99 days for $98 .. :
May 22 - August 28

Use 2 Clubs Jor
Th'e Price of One!
.

.,_"I 1,ac,.,,~,. .

Spring Semester \ l~ .~ie91 ~~~. .
members hips end · ~
Exeter Rd.
Sat. May 21

:e\ .- ~

~
.

,.

. A ,:;:::;;'.
.

;=::::ff

Newmarket, NH 03857
659-31~J,. or 778-7602

IESJRUMMER
LAYS DOWN THE LAW
.ON·."PERMANENT RECORD:~m

; .!;

~· ...,... ,

;

i

• through the worst rapids on the
-- river, facing backwards. We
then went into a tail spin. I saw
the face of -a cliff closing in on
us from the right side. I was
completely disoriented. I had
my paddle in the river, and was
feverishly pulling at the water.
We completed another spin,
. glancing off the rocks at the base
of the cliff and bouncing back
towards the center of the riv-er.
I was now facing down river
~gain, and I could see calmer
water ahead. We had survived
Magic Hole and Magic Falk
Time was compressed to an
instant. I felt a lifetime of
emotions flood my inihd:
excitement,f ear, joy, power, and
humility were all felt at once.
For six weeks I had waited for
this moment, and now it was
over, what else was left J wondered?
After suryiving my bout with
nature, I had a new respect for
her. I wrote on my application
for the trip that I wanted to
"overpower the forces of nature." I realize now that this
impossible. No one can win
against nature. We can only
work ·with her in harmony. I
thanked her for chardng a safe
course for my raft. I vowed to
never challenge nature again,
but to work with her so that we
both .may live eternally.
~

. },,_
~

,------ ------- -,
The New Hampshire:

/

blood,
. sweat and tears ~offoe, coke and
visine

;,
,,
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·Seniors and Grad·Students:
1
'

~

I
I
I
I

••

·I
I

. Get anew
. Chevrole t front Taccetta
_and~qualify fPt :~: ., __, .;<·. '. -~~
. ·$1600~ .
.CA.S H _BACK
and defer your -first
payntent for 90 d~ys.

- DELAY THE PAYMENTS, NOT_· THE DREAM - .
I

Congratulati ons, graduates! -We think you
· deserve credit for all that hard work. That's
why we offer the GMAC College Graduate
Finance Plan to' help put you into a new
Chevrolet. ,
'

'

1·
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
,I
I
I
I
. II

You've earned your .turn at the wheel. And
we want to help you get it. So see us soon for
a great deal -· and details .about:the GMAC ~
College Graduate Finance _Plan~_Grnac· is an
Equal Credit Opportun#y Company. _

· ..-Os~ as future payments, as-cash down, or hank itt
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.,S ummertime
Summer break is ·just about here. Finals -.
are creeping up and sqon most of us wiil
be on our w·ay home. Visiohs -of ·stressless,
balmy days, filled by sunbathing and other
mindless activities, ,dance in.our ,heads. But
funny things can happen over the summer.
While we retreat in ..o a ·life of intellectual
.recharging, somebody else could be flexing
their mental muscles. It's at this time, when
college life \is the farthest thing from our
minds, that many major changes/occur at:
UNH '" major changes that directly affect
you and me.
·
.Two years ago students were rudely
awakened by a change of policy in the MUB.
For the first time, beer would not be served.
· Studef!ts felt betraye~ They had been gone
for only a short time; but it was long enough.

blues "

This may be the most obvious exa.rriple
.of how policy changes are rushed through ,
during summer break but itjs hardly the
only one. Last fall, students teturned to find a handful of policy changeSi made which
would .a ffect th~m directly. Yet these
changes were .put into .a ffect at students'
11).0St vulnerable moment.
,
For exariip~f, Residential Life distributed
flyers saying "No excuses ... no second .
· chance' \ as a welcoming gift. The flyers .
were meant todarify Resi.;life's tougher
punishment policy for hall dwellers .
Then there was the introduction of .
stricter tailgating policies, once again quietly
pushed through when there would be the
least resistance. With this change, people

.
overlooked. Mini~biographies were
read to audience upon presentation
of each of the faculty awards, while
the only students' names even
:To the Editor: ·
,
Last week :you reported that Joe. mentioned were those receiving
Salisbury was arrested on the charge Presidential Scholar Awards. We
of rape. To those of tJS :who know don't deny that professors/faculty
Joe, it appears as some kind of cruel should be giventecogn_itio,nJor
joke. Joe is not the type of guy to exemplary performance; 'however1
·wander into some girls' room and the ceremony became a showcase
molest her. Rape is a sensitive issue for the faculty. We were under the
on campus, and anyone accused of impression that the ceremony was
it could have their life ruined. And to give recognition to students. Our
the sad thing is that anyone can be parents were here to see us-honored,
and all we did was stand as a group,
charged with rape and have his.
then immediately sit down as
and
name dragged through the inud,
only later to find out that the person , our college/ school was rec9gnized!
Some individual honor. And all this,
is innocent. Not everybody ca-n
-afford the time or money to file a beca11se too much time was spent
counter suit for being falsely ac- -on_the first- section of the program.
In future planning of the Honors
cused. Look around cam pus now.
Convocation, we hope that more
Socially, people. are being taught
consideration will be given to
to scream "rape" before they think
about what really happened. I'm students and those who will be
present to see them honored.
not saying that all the charges of
rape on campus are false, -much to Perhaps a separate faculty banquet
can be arranged so ample time can .
the contrary, many are t~i.ie, and
I'd like to see all the CONVICTED be given for the appropriate retogni t ion of both faculty AND sturap,is.ts locked up, BUT they must
dents.
be guilty first. , We, friends of Joe
We were hoping this ceremony
know that he is innocent.
would' show us that UNH does care
Stuart Evans about the students and is willing
to recognize extra effort ..We feel
Andrew Webster
we have been let down by the
David P~rker
administration, again.
Mike French
Sincerely, .
John Canides
Lynn M. Serafino
Dan,! Barker
Deborah A. O'Neil
Janet Scott
Robert P. Bamberg
Patrick Martinson
Stephen Skobeloff
Christopher Graves
Brian k Vincent

Innocent

Convocation
I I ,·

-'

.

than congratulate and inspire.,
seemed to suggest the Honorees
were products ~fa sexist, racist
discount house. The faculty (or the
pitiful few that bothered to show) ·
then spent an hour and a half
delivering each other-cash awards
for having done, apparently, only
: that for which they had been hired.'
Finally, in the-last thirty minutes,
the students (and the umpteen
hundred accompanying relatives
. and friends) were recognized. The
students who particularly excelled
got their certificates (most of them,'
anyway) in a peculiar and rushed
ceremony which included some odd
mispronounciations. The remainder got to stand in an anonymous
mass when called, not by name, but
by college. My wife's (and my
vicarious) moment of glory c,a me
as she stood in a crowd .:._'._ for thir:w
seconds - on bleachers - in the
back of the gymnasium.
I do not suggest that this reflects
badly upon the university's curriculum or quality. If reflects abysmally
upon the university's consideration
· of how to hono,r excellence. ' Renee
worked hard and deserves unquestionably her grades and her honors.
-She, and her no less competent
classmates,. de·serve an awful lot
more than the poor show put on
by the ,orgaRizers of the convocation. ·
S:A. Richardson

Activists

whd, were of age could only drink ,in
designated areas and at designated times .
T_he other major policy change initiated
during last summer had to do .with the
Judicial Board. The a-dministration, in
. response to critic~sm, eliminated student
input in jud-icial affairs. While there was
. a need to restructure th,e original system,
the change left students' trials to be
completely run by the same administration
bringing them up on charges.
It is tough _to excuse these incidents as
mere coincidences. Now that sn1dents are
leaving again for-summer break, those of
us returning hope we won't find a knife
in our ha.ck again this fall. There already
are enough scars.

. tion. It is up fo us to pave the way
Now I've·gqt this stupid prejudice
to this ideal and I think this activist asso,c iating female .p.thletes with
dub is a great start.
lesbianism in the back of my head
Steven Jury ... ple~se rriake a few
and I can't get it out.
_
Will my subconscience ever let
phonecalls ,a nd get that ball rolling.
I realize how busy you ar:e, but aren't me be,c a5. cJos~ Jo Ol,ltgoing· female
we all? I'm willing to h~lp 011t;, m'y athlet~s as.I was:in high frhool?
free time is your free time!!! We ·' Gee, I hope so. Am I s·ure that
CAN do it!!!
establishing this prejudice was not
Siflcerely actually that intent of the article?
Melissa Sherriff Pause.
To all of the super-zealous liberal
writers out there of -questionable
,
·
,
motives, I offer only this: If you
· really want to offer resistance to
To the Editor:
a stereotype, please, KEEP YOUR
Top of page two. Bold print.
MOUTH SHUT.
"Sexual stereotypes frustrate UNH
Thank you,
worrien athletes" wow. I wond·er
Wendy Lloyd
what this is about. I had no idea.
Sophomore
Then, almost immediately afterwarq.s, I w.as hit with it: "If (she)
was an athlete, especially if she
played certain sports, than the male
L~TTERS, page 20 and 22
student felt justified in assuming
she was gay." Oh. ~

.·stereotypes
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To the Editor:
Staff Reporters
Karen Hall
~dvertlslng Associates
Jay Kumar
Debbie Donohoe
Patr.ik Jonsson
· This letter is in response to
Rob Matthews
Parke Madden
Arthur Lizie
comments initiated by Steven Jury
News Reporters
Saralil Mirinoch
Jodi MacMillan .
lshi Burdett
Asst Business Mgr.
Marc Mamigonian
and bac::;ked by. Steven .Goodridge
Laurer1 Clark
Linda Rodgers
Michelle Mcsweeney
To the Editor: ·
about forming an activist club. It
Cara Connors ,
Circulation Mgr.
Sports Reporters
Steve Greason
Dan Gaucher
Jason Doris
On May 1st I accompanied Re~ee ., also has quite a bit to do with Jay
Ed Flaherty.
Beth Goddard
Asst Circulation Mgr.
Rivard Richardson with pride to Kumar's anicle,"printed on .the
Greg Pariseau
Ward D. ,Fraser
Mark·Grundstrom
Graphic Managers
Kathleen Healy
Johm Kelley
To the Editor:
the UNH Honors Convocation. For twenty-sixth: "Apathy .from hell."
Lisa Hamel
·
Sharon Heller
Mary Reilly
Once agaip, we are disgusted by
four years I had watched her All three of you see the importance
Patricia Trebotte
Hildy Johnson
Cartoonists
Rich Kelley
Graphic Assistants
Michael F. Dowe
· the lack of consideration shown to
contend with her foll time duties of action. Well, why not aGt?
Demise Bolduc
Elizabeth Martineau
Robert Durling .
the students of UNH. My roomas a student, as wife and as the
As a freshman here at UNH I
Ed McDaid
Beth Brogr1a
John Hirtle
Winnie Danenbarger
Ted McKey
_ Kurt Krebs
mate and I (a long with several • mother Df two infant children. On have also been sublect to many of
Bess franzosa
Marianne Moore
Dick Sawyer
hundred other students) were inweekends and in the summer she the University'sbasic horrors. Need
Hans Tresolini
Braelynn Murphy
Technical Supervisor
News Brief Editor
Chris Paulson
Leah Ort0n
vited to attend the Honors Confurther excelled as a Russian lan- I rehash them again? I think not.
John Robert
David P. Dow
·. Typl1II
vorntion -held on May 1., an "oppor- guage cryptogrqpher for the Navy. The facts stand bared and naked:
Amy Rogers
·On-the-Spot Editor
Caryl Calabria
Tim
Scott
Kelly
Whiteman
Lisa Casey
tunity to give special recognition Her achievement of honors signi- UNH administration is no longer
' Deobie t,topkins
Tim Thornton
Elizabeth Crossley
to undergraduate students who have
fied another milestone in a most in existence to assist the students,
Photographers
Amanda Waterfield
Ellen Harris
Kellie Waidman·
significant life.
·
Debor-ah Hopkims
Christine O'Connor
demonstrated academic excellence."
it is out only for itself. Rectification
Peter Yianopoulos
Ronit Larorie
Amanda Waterfield ·
Outwardly, this is an honorable
The Honors Convocation, ho"'.is called for and we, the studentsm
· Copy Readers
t:re~e~1:rs
Assistants
Caryl Calabria
gesture- recgnizing studem effort. ever, tur.ned out to be a tedious yet must act.
Ric Dube ·
Kristi Sudol
Ellen Harris
• To anyone who attended the event, somehow efficiently insµlting affair.
Let's say goodbye to apathy.
Brendam Gleeson
Christine O'Connor
it was a rather hollow gesture, as The keynote speaker delivered an
UNH wa~ once, and can be again,
an outstanding scholastic institu- ·'81---ii-a--11111111111111111111_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ill
most: of the students present wer:e . interminable drone which, rather

Convocation
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Thank you, Professor ·
By Chris·Pollet
.
.

•.

'

;

·Graduation is a couple weeks away and
as every senior does,, I 'firid myself reflecting
upon my stay here' as an unde,rgraduate.
What have the four years here at UNH
meant to me?
Les Fisher, at the Honors Convocation,
applauded those students, of which I was
.not one, for attaining academic excellence
without much help from UNH. Professor
Fisher, thank you for saying the thin_gs that
· UNH needs to hear.
I look back at these past four years and
I get a mixed feeling. I believe my college
education was a good one. Not because it .
was given to me openly and freely, but rather
because I searched for it and was lucky
enough to find some of the right professors
to help me with it.
It seems to me that education should be
there for the taking. It should be attainable
for everybody who emers the university
thinking it is indeed here. It is the obligation
.of a college or university to give its students
a quality education, .something UNH does
,
not do.
. I'm nonaiking about a student's "money
worth". lt ·is,obvious the average student _
isn't getting that. But I am talking about
a good education in the original sense: to
. 1 g.iv.e its stugents the op~or_tut;iity to learn, . J
• ancf_explore 't:heir'own minds.while realizing
their own potential as they find out who
they are as individuals.
Allan Bloom, in his book, "The Closing of the Americag__Mind", says, "Nature is
the only thing that counts in education,
THE DESIRE TO KNOW IS .
THAT
.
PERMANENT, that all it really needs is
proper nourishment, and that education
.is merely putting the feast on the table:"
Obviously Mr. Bloom's- idea of a feast is
drastically different than that of the powers
.
at be at UNH.
- I realize that there have been times that
I didn't live up to iny end of the bargain
as a student. I got lazy. B4t the truth is that
I fou.nd myself being la_zy during th?se
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,·Y eah,J'm .
·graduating

general education required classes that had
250 student5 iri them. I would pull myself
Kim
out of the doldrums of academic ~tagnation
. with little help from my ·p rofessor because
Yes, I'm gradua~irig. !n May, in fact. Two
he or she had 249 other students to worry
·weeks away. Do I have a job? No. Have
_
about.
I made any appointments for interviews?
Don't get me· wrong, gen eds are a
No again. HaYe I made up my resume. Sorry, .
necessary _component to a good education,
another no. Am I worried? Not really. Are
but students need to LEARN the subjects
_ my parents? Well, as a matter of fact - t~ey
to be well-rounded, not just become familiar
are paranoid. Actually, I think they are
with them. Professors want to reach each
paranoid-schizophrenic, but we'll just stick ·
student and have them learn their subject, ·
with paranoid fornow. Every two days my
bµt they can't do that with 250 students
mother calls to see· if I've had ~n interview
in each class.
in the past two days since she's called. Well,
President Haaland, you do have some ·
I did have a rather charming conversation
good ideas, like general education requirewith the town -bag-man, But I don't think
rrients, but good ideas do not constitute
that's going to get me anywhere. · M.y
a good education.
·mother's not very encouraged by these
What make-S UNH an adequate school
_
answers. I can't understand why._
is ~omething President Haaland pointed
My father's ·mm:h more suqde. He calls
to in his "Strnteg,ic Edge" plan, faculty_: me ·otice ·a week quoting the latest facts and
students relations. The fact is that UNH ·
figures from th~ ca.~ee~:- placement office
has ~reat professors and without these fine
at his high-school. LaS:t Sunday, he told
professors, it would only have its good ideas
me that a recent article said that· the worst
and hopes. At least now it has its_professors.
thing a student can do is to procrastinate
I want •to thank Professor John Kayser
getting a job. Was that a hint? See, I don't
. and Professo-r George Romoser of the
think he gets the picture. I'm not procrasPolitical Science Department for' pushing ·
tinating. Procrastination would imply that
the limits of my mind and letting me observe
at some point I plan to do something. I don'c
myselfJro.rn a new vantage point. Also,
,As my parents so 'c harmingly: phrase it,
I want to thank Professor Jane Harrigan,
I plan to "find" myself. As I so charmingly
. Pro(essor John Yount, and Professor Sarah
phrase it, I plan to "enjoy" myself.
Sherman of the English Department-for
Last semester I told my mother that l
showing me the ability to express and
,· thought I would take a year off to travel.
further understand myself through the
At first, to my ama_zement, she seemed
process of writing. Finally I would like to
pleased with the idea.} think she actually
thank Professor Richard Schwab for helping
understood me for a moment. But as I have .
me realize the imp_ortance of teaching. In
already stated, my P':1-rents are schizophall of you, I found the essence of education
renic. Not a month later, my mother was
and you made all the difference. Thank you.
asking me what_ I'd like to do . after
UNH is fine, the way it is, for many
graduation. I don't know. Maybe I was
people ( those who want a job after
talking to some alien in the form of my
graduation where a token resume counts),
mother the first time, or maybe my answer
but for those of us who really want to learn
put her into shock - such shock as to actually ·
and learn about ou.rselves, UNH has failed
make her agree with what I said. Well I
and failed miserably.
took pity on my dear mother's obviously
fragile mental health and subtly dbdged
Chris Po-tlet is a graduating senior who will be get.
the question.
ting ~ B.A. in Political Science,
Unfortunately, -subtlety doesn't go over
well in my family. At Easter I was badgered
•with so many questions about my plans
·for the future that if I had a dollar for every
question I could have lived off the wealth
Well, I'm gra"duating~ I may
and never even wcirried about fin_d ing a
ne.v er see you again. But fear
job._But things are getting desperate - fast.
father has become so stressed that he
My
not--for wherever I go, whatev_ started extolling the virtues of be'coming
er I do .. .1'11 always remember
~ a Boston Police Officer. Hey folks, just for ·
your knowledge, after five years on the force,
your tenderness.
yo:u too can make $36,000 ~ y~ar ..So you
see, _my father is .more concerned with my
bank account than my blood count. Of
course, that's perfectly qnderstanda.ble,
· I've been living off his for 22 years. 4nd
that I think is the crux of this whole
problem. Will I become self sufficient after
graduation or will I turn to Mom and D3:d
-for continual handoµts? Well, that's an
interesting question. But let me tell you
a secret - half tli.e fun is never letting them
know.

By

Ts~ukalas

Kim Tsoukaias is a graduating senior from the· Colleg_r; of Liberal Arts.
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_-___ & Entertainment
Pyrotechllics and
_P ig Powers Floyd

In the -Flesh -performs at last Sunday's _Spring Fest. (Eric Stites photo)
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Pink Floyd
· audien_ce' s head, the pig re pres'- :
Sullivan $.tad_ium, _Foxb_oro, Ma. ented Pink Floyd's classic Animals album. The crowd also went
Sunday, May 8
_wild when they heard .tihe first
By Joanne Marino .
strum. of Gilmour's acoustic
While some- people were guitar for the opening to "Wish ·
having dinner· with Mom Sun- You Were Here"
.
day night, a greater inspira.t ion
The s·e.c ond set featured old
called to a packed crowd· at favorites· from the Dark Side
Sullivan Stadium in Foxboro. of ,the Moon LP. The giant
P~nk Floyd, playing their sernnd · round streen projected images
. show of their "Learning to Fly" such as marching clocks during
tour, awed wjth dazzling visuals "Time" and jingling quarters
· and intensive space harmonies. for "Money." The_screen took
They prnved once aga.in that off during "Brain Damage" with
they could reaclI previous point-of-view shots from a man
heights without former guitarist racing through corridors on a
Roger Waters. After a icing and stretcher. The shot was intercut
controversial battle with W' a- with zooming close-ups of his
ters, David Gilmour reformed face. The _effect was hypnotizirig
Pink Floyd wi_thout him and on its own; but, anhe peak of
\ released A Momentary Lapse Gilmour's guitar lick, a twenty
of Reason last fall.
foot bed crashed out of the stage,_
Pink Floyd lived up to their shooting over the crowd. All of
reputation for flamboyant stage Pink Floyd's stage show was on
settings with one that was larger a gran.d scale and elaborately
than the stage used for Live-Aid ·executed. "Us and Them"
- and which also took away rounded out the Dark Side
nearly 15,000 seats; But for the selection. _
_
crowd 6f 45,000 fans, it was an · "~omfortably Numb" Ji~overwhelming. experience.
ished the second set.and featured
An enormous circular screen an iris of lights hanging _in front

'

accentedthelightshow,creating of the round "eye" behind it .
. geq,m~'tric designs as well as an For an encore, the band first .
eyeball effect. Clips of visual played their title. track, "A
,,
_. .
messages played oi:i it for var- Momentary Lapse of Reason,"
By Patrik Jonsson- -~ _
go, I don't_know. Vonnegut's
wood (as himse!f) works -with _io,u~ ~ongs.
· before the tremendous finish-:
.If'
·
·
· ... ··•----~a genius in that_
~~~pe{t~,
in ~t;iting_aqd _cef.~ating tbeJUmJi.f, ;J.n,,~.first set featured Pink of ::Rl;Ln_Like .l,lelL'.' -Pink Floyd
But Bluebeard is dU;feren_t.
Prater-Violet, just as World War Ffoy~'-s" latest- hits, irn;luding gen.e rated an incredible' lev·el
- Ku~t Vonnegl!t's famous Ar:.
menian artist Rabo Karabekian Even in its parody of tne modern
II was about to splash ink all "learning to Fly" and "Dogs of energy for the show and their
has died. You may remember art movement, it contains an . over the front pa-ges of. the of War.'..! An old Floyd classic, performanc_e was virt1.:ially a
hi~ from thatscene in Breakfast ing-redient ·not often found in
world's newspapers. Here Isher- "Meddle," opened the show. flawles_s one. Gilrnoui; was right
of Champions where he ex- Vonnegut's books - ~hope>The
wood describes Bergmann hi- The highlight of the first set on target with his guitar;rriixing
plains for the disbelievers his scene where.llabo.,1reveals what
lariously acting out a clash came when a HUGE pink pig cutting leads with the smooth
def'inition of art while standing he has hidde1n ·:i n h:is barn for _ between Dmitrov and Goering . flew across _the stadium. Hov- harmonie~ P,ink Ffoyd_has come
in front of his masterpiece: a affof the years since he .s topped
as they squabble and as tensions : ering thirty feet above the to lean toward over the years.
·
··
· ·· ·
·
· ·
·
canyas with a single orange line . _p ainting completely, is hopeful_.. rise in Europe:
crossing it. The people cheered It is an incredibly detailed;
''Bergmannn actually became
with tears ih their eyes .w~en. auo~biogra:phical mural,'with . Dmitrov, with his furiously' .
.!.-,.
he was through. Now he is gone, thousands and thous-ands of
untidy hair, his grim ironic slit
.
of a mouth; his large gestures,
and behind hi_m he has left ~is faces and bodies covering a
contributions to -_the ~inedcan landscape like grass .. Rabo's life · bis fiashing eyes.
~
movement of Abstrac·r.Expi-es- ,in a painting. In the mural's
- -~'..'..Js·the-Herr Reichmeister
._
.
· '.)'
,
sionist Art, his final master- genius lies hope. And Rabo, irt
aware," he thundered, "that
By Marc Maf.l).igonian
Elena Sofanova). They have a
piece. Vonnegut's book Blue - . the end realizes that . . _
, tµose , .who possess this alleged
For years now, directors have brief fling; but,. Mastroanni is
beard, is his_autobiography'. __ .·•_. ~. I spent a frantic day last week ! criminal mentality are today
In this one, Vonne$ut lJ.~~.:,· •. scani:iing the seacoast's book- .·cori_trqJJi'ng he destinies of a . been trying to out Fellir;ii (in- always having brief flings. She,
to~ed his social criticisms,;doyfrf ,,StO°tJ~-s for Christopher Ish~r.'~. ,;'sixth part.of th~ world, namely -eluding Woody Allen_with Star- however, takes it seriously, and
to good •effect. Sin~e'' it is · rrnf: .'.Vfood novHs. To myslespair.,.',a ll ·.The 8'6':ie.t Union- the greatest dust Memories), but hone have frturris to' Russia brokenheartever really been able to out do e9-; ~,ea\,ing _Mastro-anni only '
written in his own voice, .rather " ·1 cou.ld f iqd were b-ooks with . an~ besdand on Earth?'
in the more-collected and sorri~,. · those misty plwto-gr,aphs on·the .
~'Then, -- _as G_o ering, bull- Fellini at hi~ best (ie, La Strada,: w.i(h ·,~(pained letter and the
times fru~trated voice of o-he · covers and with aut:hors named
.necked, infuriated,. he bellowed, La _Dolce Vita, 81 / 2). Dark memory of her dark eyes (thus
of America'.s greatest artists, "An6nyrrioiis ,'V ale'r itine" _·
TH ,tell you what' J'.in aware of! Eyes; a jo.int Italian and Soviet the title, I presum_e). He· be.Bluebeard re~ds a little differ- _ "Anonymous Harlequin" and
I'm aware that yo-u are a rnm- production, directed . by .the · comes obsessed with the
ently than what we are used to the like. Then, on the bottom
munist spy who came to Ger-: Russian Nikita Mikhalkov, is, thought of her and tr-a vels to
from Vonnegut. The use of shelf of Durham's ow_n book-· many to set the Reichstag on in part; ano~p~r ,Fellini_homage Russia on a ph9ny bus-iness
Rabo's voice allows Bluebeard store, I found some. (bought
fire. In my eyes, .you're nothing . (Mikhalov says his favorite film _ventl!re-: for ·the purpose of
to read a little more comfortably · two I haven't yet read, A Me_etbut a dirty ·crook, who ought to is 8 1/2,-'arid .'it shows), but it finding her. Anyway, enough
- is also a very elegant and charm- pfor st.ImIJ?:ary:
·' _._ . :
thah Vorinegut's 9ther works.
·. ing 'by the River and .(1. S~ng.le · be hanging on the gallows!' ,
Vonnegut-' has a way, with his Man, but l ' left Prater Violet ... · ·"Bergman smiled, a faint, ing tale of obsessive love, st~r- '-'-. The_plotline, adapte_d ..from
whirlwind imagination, to make behind because I ha.'v e a copy
terrible smile. Like a toreador, ring that master (?f elegance and . several pf Chekov's stories,
becomes som:~ what .: sappy at
us laugh but, at the same time, myself whichJ have read_four
who never takes his eyes froin . charm, Marc;ello Masti:-oanni.
make us feel a twinge _down ih _ times already. I lekit there for . the enraged and wounded bull~ · Mastroanrii has been playing ·· times, but it manages to come
the lower part o"f the abdomen; some lucky soul to find it, buy
he asked softly' ·y OU are very this kind of role for so long that across with great style. Mas· a. twinge that reminds us that it, and be blessed by it.
afraid of my questions, aren't it would be easy for him to just troan.ni. carries the film. He is
·we're laughing at som~(hing
Isherwood, seriously, was one
you Herr Minister?"
·_ go through the motions, but to ma-rvelou·s- whether _birdthat really isn't all that funny. of Britain's finest writers ever..
Bergman's face contorted, his credit, he does not. He plays stepping about his villa, faking
His books are disturbing and . It's sad to see his books slowly
bulged, seemed to swell into an a formerly wealthy haliari gen- illness at the spa or being
inundated with this kind of disappear. He wrote with _a sort
apocleptic clot ·of blood. His tleman forced into serving welcomed by a jubilant Russian
' humor. Vonnegut, with his of serenity and tenderness of
hand shot out. He yelled like below what had come to be his throng who think he is bringing
"gut-shot lizard" face, is dis- that produced characters that
a lunatic, 'Get out of here, you place in society. He relates the the.cp prosperity. In the end
story of his life to a traveller though, he is broken by a
turbing. The second time you · one can truly care for; characters
crook!'
·
on the ship he serves on. Most · memory that won't die. All of
read his books you don't laugh that one would s_tand up for if
I'd love -to go on, however of the film takes place in flash- which brings to mind a line from
as much. You look at the funny someone were picking a fight
space confines, y.ou, know: But back, as Mastroanni relates the another "Dark Eyes:"
-words and bizzare plots and they with them. His characters h~ve
how can you not fall in love with life Qf luxury and boredom he
"Time is short, and the days
make you aware, and that aware- a clarity too, a skill that Isherthis Bergmann?
married into at the turn of the are sweet/ and pas-sion rules the
ness simply isn't funny. Like wood probably picked up from
Prater Violet is nqt only about century in Italy. After a fight~ arrow that flies/ A million faces
with the science fiction writer stints as a screen writer. Isherthe filming of a film. lt, with with _his_ wife, he goes ·away to at my feet/ but all I see now are
- in Break/ast of Champions, wood '-s characters are easy to
no prejudices, and in a some- a s_p a _(rn a sequence overly dark eyes."
,
. stepping into the contaminated identify with because of tpis
what cal!T! way, imtroduces the. _ evocative of 8 1/~), where_he
. With that, I will wis.h all a
' creek and receiving, ins-tantly, . clarity they project. Take Fried· meets an attractive Russ·ian ' good summer, and·see'you at the
a pair of plastic boots. Great fun rich Bergmann, the artic"ulate·
woman (played with grace by movies (with Rex Reed).
the first time arc;mnd. Second Austrian director whom Isher- BOOKS, page 18..
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Don'tbe .. .

--Bb6I(S:✓~
(continued frqni:P.~k{.i'7)"\

pretellti9us: test

--~ t·~.:~~-/:;.

conflicts encoutJ.irred:. t~r,op~; _.
and British .reactfon· to :.those{\_
conflicts. It's ~)!by;~'hing:irev~~;;--,
lation of a p~riod'lnd the meri \
and wome11 :;Vho-1:ive through · _
it. And you: wi!Lnot put_ it down ·,once you hive _stii:rt~d:':.J here's one copy t~H, undet<t.I'," viay-,
down on a li,(}ttori-i"s,ij,elf in the{:1

·_y our literary .
prowess

.-

'· By 'Patrik Jonsson··

a unique
-opportunity
for

·~.

~

j~f

Have you been waiting t.o
expos·e that book-talking, th~'1f:;;/:~d~~~:/4~7i~e:;;d, Durham boo~i{{;f
"The Red Wheel-Barrow,'+';· int~lle<;tual-type friend 0:(you.;s Pyotr Ivano.vich found it par··· -:~~(the ·one with the Erince~tennis ticularly pleasant to breathe in along with "The Great FigureJ ~-,is representative of WilliaII1ti,
~ -rac~_e(habituf1.flY 'sl~n.g over his' . C.(he fresh azr.
shoulder) for the fake _he really:/ , ·."Where .to, sir?" asked the · Carlos William's greatest work.'[1:
- It came along later in his career-~'\
is? Watch him squirm as you .-. coach-man. - _·/ ,,
"It's not)hailate, I 'll drop when his philosophies on lik \"\.
quote these authors to him:
and wri~ing had crystallized, an~!,_;, .
Lee Chong remained silent in at Fyodor Vasilyovich's." .\
"And so ,he went. And when when he was aware of what h'fs?'"-=t~\
and watchful. His fat finger
barely mov-ed on the change mat he arriv_ed, he found they were. poetry" and poetry· i~ gene~-~-F L~'- ·
,
_ . ~···~
but it flickedslightl;y like aten_se_ just finishing the first rubbe-r,. was all about.
sothatitwasconvenientforhim . His advice,' ob~i0usly, ai);d _?J.:
cat's tail.
how he lived was to see. w:fr.. t ':
- _. 'Mack plunger/, into his thesis.., • to make aJifth for the next."
'Will yoit let us take your·old' · Ai r·h is pofor ·if yotir'friend Iiams thought there was :) . :'t'
truck io go up Carme-/--- Valley is getting a .bit tense and long- definite skill to "seeing." BXe ' -·_.,
for frogs for Doc - for good _old faced, maybe even starting t-o was fairly sure he had perfect~d::<: uncomfortably pull at his shirt- it. Abstractions were not ir:n.~ ·.
Doc?'
'Lee Chong smiled in tri- collar (and you're surely basking portant, objects were; a beht
·umph. 'Tluck no good,' he said. _ in the sunshine of your success), over flower, a cat s,t epping int<;>
and you don't want to put him and out of a flower pot. Objec.fa
'Bloke down. m
·
Any connoiseur of fine book~, under too far, here is an easy · and actions were, for Williams·,
if he is one, should know who .one. Out of the kindness in your what made life vrhole and what , ·
heart.
·
were really important. Thus.,
wrote that.
Manuef Garcia climbed the The Red Wheel-Barrow.
·
Here's another good one:
Reading his poet;y, however,
"Rope skipping, hop-scotch. stairs to Don Miguel's office.
That o_ld woman in black who He set down his suit -case and can be challenging, especiallysat down next to me on my knocked on the door. There was when it is fitted into such a large
bench, on my rack of joy ( a no answer. Manuel, standing p 4 ckage as this collec:tion is.
nymphet was groping under me in the hallway, felt there_was Since it was _not un'til later in
for a lost marble), and asked if someone in the room. He felt his life when he began to "se¢" . ·
the simple things, much of his
I had stomach ache, the insolent it through the door."
If he says, again, ''Well, I'd early poetry is laborious and -..-..
hag. Ah, leave me along in my
pubescent park, in my mossy · say it is, well..." then smile slow. Much of it is -filled wifh
garden. Let them play around lightly, say "Ati revoir, mon - gen~ralizationsi-, and ope:E
~ieur" and stride satisfyingly thoughts that are hard to grasp. '""
me forever. Never grow up."
Yeah, l guess that one was a away. If he got. them all right, The graet , value of the book,
.
though, is being able to chait
. little easy. But if he got that, · marry him.
(Correct answers: Steinbeck/ , Williarrf·s progres-s' as an arti!;it
land the one above it, then give
him this one. :It'll surely smoke Nabokov, Tolstoy, and you and a man, and Wiiliam··s wa~
know the last one.)
:g~ite a lot of both.
·
him.

;]if -' -

Math/Science
(Majors/ Minors/Aptitudes)

11

11

For you and for the world. Peace Corps will combine
your education with_training t6 prepare you for a
volunteer position in: • Education • Fisheries •
H~alth • Agriculture • Forestry or other areas. You'll
meet new people, learn a new language, experience
a new culture and gain .a whole new nutlook. And
while you're building your future, you'll be helping
_people in developing countries learn the basics of
technological advan_c ement.

MATH AND SCIENCE STUDENTS:
The Peace Corps has positions overseas
starting this summer. Share your knowledge
where it is needed most . APPLY NOW!
F~r more info call the UNH Peace Corps office
at 862-1880.

Pregnant?

ROBERT W. & PHYWS A. NOEL

Resumes

Need Help?

0

~

_

Resumes to Help You Get Results ·

Seacoast
Crisis Pregnancy Center

* Writing
* Typing

FREE & CONFIDENTIAL

*

* Updates

·-pregnancy testing
-counseling & information
-practical support _

* Computer Storage
* Cover Letters

* Interviewing Tips
* We Come to You
1

-44 SOMERSWORTH ROAD
DOVER, NH 03820-2208
(803) 742-6772

LOCATED NEXT TO:
TRI-CITY PLAZA
SOMERSWORTH, ,NH 03878

HOTLINE 749-4441

0

ca~ evenings - 868-1620

ENJOY ,BR.IGHT-:

SUMMER DAYS.THEN BRIGHTSUMM,ER NIGHTS~
Enroll in a 5-week Summer Intensive
at Northeastern University at night.
It's~-bri~hter wayto pick up extra credits,
make up coursework, or learn something new.
Thk<~ one part-time undergraduate eours~; or conCen- ·
trate on a certificate, at six nearby locations . Seven- and .
, · · · ·
10-week courses available too.
·Register June 6-9. Cl ass he gins June 20. For information and a Summer Schedule Guide, cali 437-2400.
Or Send the coupon below.
,'
.
Northeastern University/University College
AP
P.O. Box 154, Boston, MA 021-17
I
Please send me information on: D Liberal Arts
I
D Business Administration
□ Criminal ,Justice and Security
I · D Engineering Technology
O Health Professions and Sciences I
I
Registration starts the week of June 6.
I

.I
I

I
I

L

Namt'_______________________

I·

A d d r t > s s _ _ _ _ _ __

I

_ __ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

__

J

------------------------1

City

· -

Stalt> _ _ _ _ _ Zip _ _ _ _ _
' _

University College and the School of Engineering Technology

Nort~eastern University
An t>qual opportunity affirmat i\"I' actio11 uni\·prsity.

-

E
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SUMMER
WITH THE

UNIVERSITY OF NEW HAMPSHIRE

ff;U~>ttv
FoR ONH.STUDENTS WHo LIVE A"\ID WoRK IN THE MERRlMAcK ¼LLEY
·UNDERGRADUATE COURSE SCHEDULE ■ SUMMER.1988
* Admn 424
Admn502
Admn503
Admn 517
Admn'550
Admn580
* AnSc 400
* Anth 411 ·Arts 532
Arts 551
* Arts 574
$iol 403
* Bot 412
*CiE 520
*CMN 402
CMN 403
* Econ 401 ·
* Econ 402
* Engl 401
* Engl 401
.-: Engl 401
*tngl513
* Engl 515
* Engl 586
* Engl 632
* Esci 401
Fren 501
* Geog402
* Hist 436
* Hist 510
Intr 530
Math 401
Math 402
Math 4J)5
* Math 420
* Math 420
* Math 425
Math 426
* Musi 401
·* Musi 511
Nurs 630
Nutr 475
*Phil 401
* Polt 401
* Polt402
* Psyc 4dl
* Psyc 571
*Soc 400
* Soc 400
* Soc 520
* Soc-540
* Thea 435

CREF

'Title

Dept. No.
\

Business $tatistics
Financial Accounting
Managerial Accounting
Survey of Fin. Accounting
. Survey of Marketing
Intro. to Org. Behavior
Food· and People
Cultural & Social Anthropulpgy
Introductory I)rawing
j'
Photography
Architectural History
Principles.of Biology
Introductory Botany
Lab for Above
Environmental Pollution
Communication & Social Order
Public Speaking
Principles of Economics Macro
Principles of Ecof,t()mics Micro
Freshman English
Freshmar-t English
.:1 Freshmal) English
1-.
Intro. to English Literature
Survey of American Literature
Introduction to Women Writers
Fiction
PriI,ciplcs ofGeology I
Review ·of French
Reg. Geog. of Non -Wut. World
Western Civilization"
Hist. Survey of American Civilization
Conversational Sign Lab
Elemehtary Math I
Elementary Math II
Elementary Functions
Finite Mathematics
Finite·Mathematics
Calculus I
Calculus II
Introduction to Music
Survey Music {n America
Nursing Leadership
Nutrition in Health & Disease
Introduction toPhilosophy
Politics and Society
American Govt. & Politics
Introduction to Psychology
The Greaf Ps·y chologists .
Introductory Sociology
Introductory Sociology
The Family
Social Problems
Introduction to Theater

of

Cr.

4
7401
4
7402
4
7403
7404
.4
4
7405
7406
4
7061
4
4
7285
4
7111
7113 - 4
7114
4
7062
4
7031
4
7032
· · 7187
7188
7326
7327
7141
7142
7143'
7145
7144
7148
7147
7033
7226
7347.
7121
7122
7500
7001
7002
7003
7004
7007
7005
7006
. 7101
7102
7301
7300
7176
7361
7362
7252

7253
7281
7282
. 7283
7284
7186

'·l

Day(s)
TIR

T/R
MITIR

M/W
M/W ,
M/W
T
M/T/W/R
MIWIR

M/W/R
MITIW/R
MITIR

M/W/F
MITIWIRIF
MITIR
MITIWIR
M!W

3
4
4
4

!vLT/R

.4

MITIR

M/W

4
4
4
4
4

M/W
M/W/R
T/R

4

M!WI R

4
4
.4
4
4
4·
2
014
014
0/4
4·
4
4
4
4
4
2
4
4
.4
1

"t

4
4
4
4
4
4

4

M{TIR

TIR

T/R
M/W
M !WiR
T/R
TIR

M/T/W.' R
T/R
M!W
T/R
M,\,V . R
M 1W
M:T.R
MTR
T'R
MTR
MT\\' I\
M \\' R
r--.1 ' \\' R

5/24-8111
5/24-8, 11
5/23-7/5
- 6/22-8/l?
6/22-8/17
6/22-8/17
5/24-:-8/9
·5/23~6i20
6/20-8/15
6/20-8/15
. 5/23-6/20
5/23-7/5
5/23-7/6

Royce
5:30-7:30 pm
Babin
6:00-8:00 pm
Moses
6:00-8:30 pm
Noseworthy
.S:30~8:30 pm
Cilley
5:30-8:30 pm
Leve-sque
8:30-11 :30 am
Smith
6:00-8:00 pm
Staruch
6:00-8:50 pm
Freed
5:30-9;00 pm
Samson
5:30:.9:00 pm
8:30-11:20 am
Mattson
6:00-8:30 pm
Baker
9:00-11:30 am
12:30-2:00 pm
Doucet
6:00-8:30 pm
Rondeau
8:30-11:20 am
Sims
5:30-8:30 pm
Romps
6:00-8:30 pm
Stachow
6:00-8:30 pm
Bass ·
6:00-8 :00 pm
Pobywajlo
6:00-8:30 pm
5:30-8:30 pm ., .,"'I" E_9s~.r1.c·•.
Coles
6:00-8:30 pm
, 6:00-8:00 pm
Crav~n
Lambt>rt
9 :00- ll:30 am
6:00-8:00 pm
Gleason
Olszewski
8:30-11:30 am
6:00-8:00 pm
Bayr
8:30-11 :20 am
6:00-8:30 pm
Cerullo
5:30-8:30 pm
Moses
6:00-8:00 pm
Hemphill
6:00-8:30 pm
Cliche
6:00-8,:30 pm
Poirier
6:00-8.:30 pm
Reagan
Whalen
6:00-8:30 pm
8:30-11 :00 am
6:00-8:30 pm
Petelle
6:00-B:30 pm
Veal
6:00-8:50.pm
1 5:30-8 :,30 pm
Annicchi,nico
4: 15-7:00 pm
Spears
Gaffney
5:30-8:30 pm
6:00-8:30 pm
Stalev
· 5:30-8:.30 pm
Kayser
h:00-8:30 pm
Porto
6:00-8:30 pm
Metzger
5:30-8.:30 pm
Devon is
h:00-8:30 pm
Alvarez
8:30-11:20 ilill
Piotrn\\'ski
5:30-8 :30 pm
Piotrmvski
6:00-8:30 pm
McGowan
6:00-8:30 pm
Mrocz\<.a

BUg #Wks

be
HH
HH
HH

12
12
6
8

DC
DC
DC
HH
Inst
Inst
DC
DC
DC

8
8

5/23-7/5
DC
5/23-6/20
DC
6/22-8/JT
DC
5/23-7/5
HH
7/7-8/16
DC
5/23-8/17
HH
7/7-8/16
DC
6/22-8/17
HH
.S/23-7/6
HH
5/24-8/11
HH
5/23-7/6
HH
5/23-8/ 17
HI l
.6/22-8117 · DC
5/.23-8/17 . HH
5/23-6/20
DC
5/23-7/6
DC
6/21-8/11
HH
5/23-8/15
DC
5/24-8/11 . HH
5/24-8i11 - HH
5/24-8/11
HH
5/23-8/17 ' HH
6/22-8/15
DC
5/24-8/11
HH
5/24-8/11
HH
5/23-6/20
DC
6/21 -8/11 .- DC
5/23-6/20 , VAH
6/21-8/11
DC
5/23-7/6
DC
6/22-8/17
HH
5/23"715
DC,
7/7-8/16
HH
6/21 -8/H
HH
. 5123-715
HH
5123~6/20
DC
6/22-8/17
HH
7/7-8/17
HH
5/'2)-7/6
Q'~

..:. ~ ,

M/W
M/W
M/W
MIT/W/R
M/W/R
T/R
M
T/R

M i\'\'

Dates

Instructor

Times

I

12
4
8
8
4
6
6

I

64
8
6
6'

12
6

8 .,
6

12
'6
12
8

12

A
6
8

12
12
12
12
12
8

12
12
4
8

4
8
b

4
8

6
·3

6

4
8
6

6

* General Education Requirements.
.

'

C

ombine the advantages of UNH at Manchester with ·
opportunities for work, recreation and cult1;1ral·development that.exist in the ·largest city in northern ~ew England.
Use your summer to catch up, explore new areas of interest or
to get, started on a college degree. Five summer sessions will be
offered; starting May 23. Call 668-0700 for further info~ination.

Five Summer Sessions Offered:
1,. May 23-June 20
4. June 22-Augus't'l?
2. May 23-July 6
5. Ju~y 7-August .17 _
3. May 23-August 17

· To register with VISA or MasterCard · call UNHM a-(668-0700..
·220 Hackett Hill Rd. ·• Manchester, NH 03102
,

,..)
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LETTERS

MOTHER GOOSE &·GRIMM

SHOE

by Mike Peters

StefeOtypes

~II .

.
To the Editor: _
Your article on sexuai stereotypes
of women athletes was homophobic
from beginning to end. It was so,
homophobic; that I got scared and
couldn't finish reading it. Geez, now
I know why I felt so uncomfortable;·
the last time I was in the women's
lockerroom .
., '.! reafize tf?,at .the purpose of your
artide was to reassure me that these
are only stereotypes, that there
aren't really any, uh, female homosexuals out there. But somehow
your treatment of the subject left
me with a very creepy .feeling. Do .
you mean to say that not only am .
I surrounded by, uh, that kind of
women among the student body,
but that even some of my te.achers
. might be, uh, that way? Even some .
UNH administrators?
, Thank God they're all jocks- at
least I can recognize them from a
distance.
It's not safe anymore on campus .
for a wom~n trying to get an
education while maintaining her
.
.
moral standan;ls.·
I wish you hadn't printed this
article about people· like_that just
before exams.Jr's really upsetting.
You didn't even say what I should
· ' do if one of these amazons a pproaches me.
Margaret Copeley

~y ..f_eff~acNe//y

Best Wishes ·

KUDZU
HERE l -AM W~111NG

our~1oe. MRS. FORD'S
O~l=\C,.E A.-f 1"1-4f
BErrY ~ D CI-JNJC .••

BLOOM COUNTY
· /?01U.Y, 5mt!G.

By Doug Marlette
... AND :t 1-\0PEYOU
CHOKE.ONA
MER~~eY ~R ~

I

by Berke Breathed
. .
·i.r.
,l•

AN ~IIRl<IN&?

.,,NeXT11J ;.
1He C6/?AMIC

PRO/Jll&Y &rl/N(,J

ff'J/N5tml/5.

}fJ(Jf( Fll1Hef?'5

II Hllt.F bAINER

INH/5 6/Ml/5
F<l6HTNOW/

.

'C onvention

\

}

\

-· by Bil.I Watterson
~Ell, .\.\E.RtS l\\t Cotl\PLE.lt.
*L80~ ~S K9..~ f:6 I
C~N f \GlJRE O\JT.

To the Editor:
As you are about to leave us for
the summer, I wish to express my ·
best wishes and thanks for your
support during the academic year!
In spite of colds, flu, measles and
ex~ms about to descend, we collect- .
ed 877 pints from some very .,
dedicated concerned students from .
all segments of the UNH campus, ·
who not only gave, but devoted .
many hours before and during our .·
~icnic! To everyone, the commu- :
ters·, the dorms, the Greeks who ·
· had some new ideas, Air Force and
, Army ROTC, org~nizations and
individuals gave ofthemselves for
others during'a very, very busy time.
To the seniors who were so very .
generous we wish good luck in the
:future and give thanks for their
participation! You will be missed
and I hope fPti w·~ n't forget us .. s..
To those who will return, we wish '
a happy surrime_r anq look forward
to sharing with Y?:U once again! ,G od ·
.,,
·
bless!
Lovingly,
Jarry Stearns '
Durham Red Cross
Blood Chairman

'H\-\M'S IT
00\\\lG ?
WH\STL\1%?

I

~-

00 TEL1. t4\E.
~BE \T'S

To the Editor:
On Tuesday, April 26, the Sod- {
ology/ Anthropology .Department ·
sponsored a Student Convention. ,
As coordinator of the convention ·
this year I would like to say CON- ;
GRATULATIONS!!!! To under- 1
graduates Shawn Longway, Holly .·
. Anderson, and Matt Goodrum, and :
. to graduate students Jane Stapleton .
and Ben Starr for their prizewinning efforts. Several people who
attended the convention commented to me on the quality of the
presentations. GOOD WORK all
of you!!
I would like to say thank-you to
the many people who assisted me .
in planning the convention: Deena
Peschke, Karl Pillimer, Peter _
Dodge, Christy Hammer, Leah
Sullivan, Pam Gerwe, and everyone·
who pu~ up with my many questions. A big thank-you also goes
to the judges: Steve Ward, Professor
Carson, Jeff Cook, and Babett
Lamarre. I'm going to need help
from everyone next year too, so get
ready. Final,y, I would also like to
thank Proffesors Buckley at1d
Linsky for attending the conven··
tion.
~z: _, ~- ..... ~:.

->•···· .. -. Sin,¢e,nely;

Amy E. Oppenh.eimer
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·.· GRADUATE TO NEW~CAR
EXCITEMENT! . ·

-

· ,~-. LeMAN-S AEROCOUPE

FIREBIRD -

Pontiac's prime example of how
. : .i'functional" does not have to , .
:mean "boring~"

Hot design, technology and
performance for '88!

~NCERADUATE
• . PLAN
© 198 G
Corp.

SUNBIRD
Sports car spirit and
performanee at. an
affordable price!

-GRAND AM
An America:µ classic ·
featuring styJe,
·p erformance and ...
affordabilityL _,-

Y/1~ .

Dreher-Holloway .
.603-772-4787
. Epping Road, Exeter, New Hampshire 03833
.
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.T°h~'obbi~g Grisii1e? 1 k"no~ ;hy: --,~h"a"~bles;;-in--T98"i; ·noi--'fiasthe so·.music. It is. simply-the phrase
I am writing ~bout the 'article'
-because you have probably never called "movement:· "died_ out" . Miss Kathleen Rice wrote about
by people who don't realize the
heard-of them. These (and many today. In fact, there is more mhov- th€ Smith Hall International Fiesta.
scope and variety of music that
other) progressive bands never had ative, independent music. being If I was her, I'd be terribly embarexists; anything different from the
..
To the Editor:
a m~jor - label american record deal, perf~rmed and released each year_ rassed to be associated with it, let
Captain andTennele (It's so awful
It's sad when peoplt! who know I can't bear to spell it correctly.)
as the majority of bands you m'en- !h~t s INDEPENDENT, Marc, as alone put my name to.it! What a
nothing about alternative and · - encrusted 70's hit music could have · tioned had, nor did they desire one.
m 11,-idependently produced and mess. Not only was it sloppily
creative types of music express their been refered to as "New Wave" (or,
Yes, it's' true, Marc.. .there ARE ·distributed music, rather than by thrown together, but it was also
uninformed opinions on it, bqt "Punk", for that matter) back then.
major corporate labels. Which, incorrect, and left out a lot of
musicians who have a better reason
what's even more absurd is when Actually, I hadn 't he'a rd the term
for making music than money, just again, is probably why you've never important stuff. If you're going to
these people go on to make judge- in years; I'rri surprised it still is in
as there are a few ofus here at school heard· of most of it. No, you won't print something, che·ck the facts,
ments based on their ignorance. use.
for a different reason than to get ~ead ab?ut truly progre·s~ive bands a_nd include. everything, otherwise
For even occasional readers of The
a certificate and a resume, and learn m'Rollmg Stone Magazme, M,arc, you're going to end up with some ·
Marc's list of "New Wave Bands"
New Hampshire's "Arts & Enter- in the article turns out to be quite
how to dress and act and think as or see there videos on the pseudo- pretty irate people like myself!
tainment" section, the name "Marc limi ted. The list only includes a
others tell you to do. You knowledge "progres~ive" 120 Minutes on
First of all, the "Our business is .
Mamigonian"has probably jumped select group of his favorite british " of progressive bands is obviously co~merci~l-crap.,., MTV, or hear
pleasure" T-shirts were sold by the
whom
someone
as
into your head
limited to those pop bands huge their music on processed,_ pre- Hotel Sales .and Marketing people,
pop bands. Sure, they may be
the above statement fits. His ig- entertaining, some may even be
corporations thought they could programmed WFNX rad10. It not Smith Hall. l wonder how those
norance of all but a very small interesting, but they hardly re pressell. I'm · not denying the quality or seems t~at as alternative forms of guys feel about having their brainsegment of music make his attempts ent the innovativeness and creathe impact of such.bands.as the Gun _ music become mor~ innovative and child credited to someone else.
at "critical analysis" ridiculous, and tiv ity in music that was going on
Club, Gang of Four, or the Clash, more thoughtful, it tends to, scare
Second, we sold English Trifle,
· often, his ''facts" are dead wrong.
I'm simply pointing out that there away the n~rrow-rpinded, and the NOT truffles, I sh~uld know, l made
at the time. Yes, Elvis Costello may
I ain refering in particular to the write interesting songs --1 never
was, and is, a lot more music out busmess-mmded. But, fortunately the damn thing!
.
May 6 article, which should hav~ · thought so, but that's not the pointfor those of us who -love mus~c,
there.
Third, there was NO kite making
been named "Marc Mamigonian's -but a man with a g\litar sing ing
Marc, your art icle got more bands like A~d Also The Trees , demonstration, it was a BERMUfavorite Music". He begins by 3-minute love songs is hardly
absurd as it went on. No, there is Current 93, Firehose, and Chum- DIAN kite FL YING demonstramentioning the term ''New Wave"; something "new" or "different".
no such thing as A "New Wave baw~mba, ai:id artists like David · tion. Amanda and Andreas, our two
however, this term has no real How could you overloo"k truly
movement", nor were the variety Sylvian, Da?ielle Dax, Hen~y Rol- Bermudian residents are not happy
worth as a means of classifying , i~novative bands like Wire, or
of "kinds" of progressive music "in lms, and Billy Bragg, contmue to campers right noV>'.!
·
Fourth, if you' re going to · name
supply us all with a huge varity of
.----------------~--------•---------•-----.
GREAT music.
people, get their titles right, and
Below your May 6th article; I
include them all, not just a select
noticed a picture of the band the
)
few. Katrina Everngam and Chris
Pixies, and wondered what you
· McClain were the GENERAL
po_ssibly could have to say about
MANAGERS, not co-directors, you
them; then I noticed that the picture
Karin Kaczorowski's name
spelt
.
actually accompanied Art Lizie's
wrong, and you completely omitted
record review section. Your blindseveral very: important people,
ness t0 the creativity that"exists without whom the fiesta would have .
just outside your reach was exembeen a total disaster. Rebecca
plified here. The Pixies are a band
Chairman of the Food
Carroll;
that by themselves ✓disproves your
and Judy
·foolish and misinformed claims- Committee; Anna Jacobsen
the In-why not take Art's advise and · Khakee, Co-chairmaen of
door Display Committee; Susan
you
before
change,
a
for
LISTEN
Maloney, Publicity Chairman; Liisa
open your mouth.
Lisa Securo Reimann, Chairman for the Games
WUNH Music Director and Booths Committee, Roberta
, Sherman and Michael Kass, CoChairmen for the Grounds coinm'.ittee, (without them there would 9ave
been no tents, chairs, stage, ..... ).
To the Editor:
~.Fifth, the Pisang Goreng were
I was ·cortcer~ed to note tha,t in
an articl~ in the May 6th edition th~ fried bananas, and they were
of The New Hampshire regarding Indonesian, _n ot Chinese.
an alleged incident of sexual assault, · Sixth there was no mention of
several statements were attributed the colourful clowns who . are a
to me that ,I did not make. It is tradition, and make an appearance
Congratulations to all graduating college seniors and graduate students. Why not
possible that those statements were every year.
make this memmable time even more exciting by moving out in a brand new
Seventh, there was no mention
due to misunderstanding or,missPontiac from Fox Nissan Pontiac?
communications. Nonedfoless, it of the people who came to sell their .
is important that I correct the crafts; there were beautiful tie-dyes,
Because right now, qualifying graduates* -can get a great graduation gift from
record. Thank you. scarves, clothing of all sorts, the.
·
Pontiac and GMAC: Pontiac will pay up to the minimum 5% downpayment reCindy Garthwaite Medieval recreation Club did Tarot
quired and GMAC will defer your firstpayment for 90 days.
Assistant to the Dean of Student readings, the Japanese women did .•
Affairs calligraphy, and lots lots more.
Starting a new stage of your life can be expensive. You can do it in Pontiac
Lastly I would like to say that Miss
style without a lot of cash up front and with three months to get yourself settled
Rice, ·and everyone else on your staff
before you r .payments begin. And, of course, all other rebates and incentives are
involved with the 'article' complete,
To the Editor;
·
·
still applicable.
ly the whole point of the lnternaThe letter concerns al-1 persons
t ional Fiesta. It was to promote
who have a cat in or near ;Fore·s t
So hurry in to Fox Nissan Pontiac today. We'll give you all the details and make
Park, or one diat might wander into cultural awareness, through food,
··
·
sure your graduation is as exciting as it sho1:1ld be.
music, the indoor display, all the
this area . It might also concern
various activities, and just to involve ·
anyone that has or has had a, pet
the rest of the campus. So many
they love very much:
Without my knowledge or con- students are completely ignorant
sent, on or about Friday, May 1st of the reasons of Smith Hall's
existance (sic), many are also under
my beautiful five year old cat was
the impression that only foreign
trapped by, or by order of the Forest
students live here. Well I'd like to .
Park management. He, along with
I don't know how many others, was dear that up once and for all. There
is one foreign student to every two
brought to the Cocheco Animal
Americans here . And that is · a
Shelter (without notification).
For the sake of keeping this short, constant ratio. We are not just a
I will just say that the ~.helter ' bunch of snotty foreigners you
know!
adopted Dickens out and he now
Just to sum it all up, I'm really
has a new home._
Granted, my lease specified no disgusted with the whole thirig, and
I think you should get some real
, pets. Howeyer, the consequences
of having a pet were also clear; a writers and news reporters. This
fine and/ or eviction. I was willing one had no clue, nor did it seem that
to take those risks, but never would s_he was ac;tually very interested in
I have accepted the risk of Dickens ' the events. Absolutely clueless.
Please don't think this letter is
being trapped and given away to
be killed or adopted. In that sense just· my feelings. I am speaking for
many of us here at the Smith Hall
Dickens was lucky.
The management had no legal ln,ternational Center. Yes I know .
or moral right to take it upon · I sound like a real bitch, but hey,
. To qiJalify, you must be a graduating senior or graduate student from an accredited four-year institusomeone's gotta be! A lot of us put
tion, have a job or a commitment for employment, have no derogatory credit references, and be able to
themselves to trap "stray" cats.
·
·
meet the monthly payment obligation.
in many weeks of hard work, and
I just hope through my pain,
others may be able to save their pets, the article was very disappointi,ng
"THE GIVE A LITTLE DEALER"®
to say the least. if it is fl(i)t too late .
Thank you for listening (or more
Diana Smith appropriately, reasling) my rantA Sad former cat owner ings.

·used

-Music

YOUR SHEEPSKIN
/EARNS CREDIT
ATFOX-

M jSq U Ot e

No Downpayment!
No payment for 90 Daysi

Pets

.._,

· ~...,,
.-,:~~'!fl~ Fa
.

\

.

NISSAN
~PONTIAC

Smith Hall

Yours Sincerely,
Liisa Reimann
To the Editor,
A very irate and unhappy
I am really MAD! Usually I have ,
English person, who also
fun reading the New Hampshire,
got omitted.
sometimes I even applaud your
stuff, but this time you guys have
;
P.S. l feel better now.
r:_e~IJY. Ql!.t~Q~__y..9urselves.

145 Pelham Street, Exit 47 off Route 93, Methuen, MA 01844
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Jumpin' Jake
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Fitness Center
Studenf Summer Special
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offering

_Enjoy fine dining ·throughout the ye-a r in a place where

the seasons meet the sand...The Carriage House Restaurant
-·on the beach - in ~reathtaking Rye, New Hampshire.
Let our menu compliment the majesty of the. New
Hampshire coastline just outside our windows with items
such as: Sicilian Rabbit, Daily Indian Curry D1she~, Raspberry

Duckling, a special variety of veal and beef dishes as well
as our always fresh seafood catches.
,
. .We are· open seven nights a week and Sunday at 11:.00 ·
AMfoj brunch. A lighterf~re menu is offered in our upstairs :·.
_dining room where the view is only better. We also have
.a private function room for special gat_herings. , -

~~~;~t~~:;:-10am'i

::~J~;~:~~;::m

I

,

-

.

a

The · Ca~riage House has · 60 year hist~ry ,o f fine
.continental dining to enhance the timeless beauty of the
:Atlantic and the magical marching of ·the seasons. Con{e"' visit us in ~ur relaxing atmosphere ... and enjoy.
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CLASSIFIED
1984 Toyota Hi-Lux pick-up truck with 1987
CAP; very good conditic:m. 4-speed. $3950
or best offer. 868-5122.
1982 BMil,t528e. blue rnatall ic, buffalo .
leather, 64,000 miles, automatic, sunroof,
ioaded. Call Chug Perry at 778-0563
·
1974 VW Super Beetle . runs well ; allseason radial tires Must sell. $700. 8681049

' FOR SALE: Raleigh Grand Prix 10 speed

'78 Chevy Chevette. Excellent condition,
great on rust, new brakes, recent tune up. Call Judy at 868-7278. $600
\
VINTAGE DRESSES_:- Large assortment
of vintage dresses, never worn at $10 each. cash. All sales final, no refunds, no returns,
no exchanges. Call 603-659-5;>13 ·

bicylce. Excellent moGlel and condition.
Recently serviced, new tires. $90 or best
offer. 659-2567.

BMW R90 / 6 Motorcycle , :900 QC, 1975
Touring bike with 31,000 mi les . AM / FM
stereo, hard bags and much more. $2250.
207•-698-4514

Toyota longed rruck with cap, strong
engine, runs excellent. good tires, 80,000
highway miles, $1 ,500 or B/0. Call Theresa
at 433-2626.

AKC Golden Retrievers, 4 ma·les left. Call
742-6901 and ask for Nancy or Rick

0

Loft with bookshelves, 2 outle,ts, mattres s.
$125.00 Cali'868-5149.
Selling 1979 V.W. Bus. Works well, expectable rust, but sound. Nice interior $950.
Call Karl at 742-4214 after 10 PM or before
.9:30 AM. Also, P.V. Special 130 watt amp.
$250.
1984 Toyota Pick-Up with 1987 Cap
(removable). 4-speed. Great condition
tl')roughout. Beige beauty. No rust. Asking
$3950. 868-5122.

Mother's helper for family with 3 children
on Nantucket Island. Mid June- early Sept.
Must be mature, responsible, and enjoy
children. Must drive and swim. Please call:
617-228-0373 before g pm
·

1981 Honda Accord A/C FM/Cass, 5
speed,,new brakes. Georgia highway miles,
runs great, reliable. $1200 (433-4432).

SUMMER WORKSTUDY POSITION
. CSRC in the new air conditioned Science
and Engineering Building has a receptionist
. position open this summer. Hours are
flexible. Typing, answer phones and will
teach you word processing. Call maureen
862-1792. Work Study students only can
_ap_p_ly_._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

'71 Oldsmobile Cutlass Surpreme. 115,886
miles, a classic! $700 or best ofter. Call
· 868-2466.
.,,.,-

Work study summer help needed at UNH
horse barns. Full and part time work. Call
Sue Bruns at 862-1171 . No experience

Downhill Skis & Poles-Boots on racks- size
8 $35 .00. 3 Suitcases -, $1 O total. K & E
Dratting Machine- 48"- Vall}e $400 tor
$125- Call 868-2123.

_ne_c_e_s_s_a--"
ry_._: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
SUMMER WORKSTUDY: conference clerk.
20°40 hours/week. $5/hr. Typing skills.
New England Healthcare Assembly, NEC
Administration Building. 862-1903

19" Lawn Boy Mower, 4 years old. Great
condition, asking $70- A .Steal!

Kawasaki 750 CSR, 19 82 _Twin cam, 5 _
speed, under 1OK mi. Great power, runs
great, ,new tires, sissy bar, elec. start, new
chain and sprockets. Asking $1000 or b.o.
Call Graham at 673~3634 or Becky at 7424299

MUSEUM AIDE- New Hampshire Farm
Museum: Serve on admissions and as tour
guide . assil>;t in prepartations of weekly
and special events. 40 hours/wk. Trans_Rgrt~ti.Qfl availabl~, Call 652-7840._

1983Subaru, white,2-door,4-speed, stereo
cassette, excellent condition , super deal,
$1700. 430-9268
·
.779 Aspen, Good body, new tires, radio
c;assette, runs like a charm. Best otter. Call ·Billie at 862-4147
.

GROUNDSK_EEPER- New Hampshire
Farm Museum : Care of gJounds and
gardens, clearing and maintaining walkways, lawns, stonewalls, and Nature Trail.
40 h.ours/week. Transportation available.
_C_a_ll_65_2_-_7.8_4_0_ _ _ _ _

Kids Camp Counselor (6-9) lf'SI and First
Aid required . Call or stop by Great Bay
Racquet Center, Rf 1_08, Newmarket 6593151
\
Swim Instructor, all levels. WSI required .
Club benefits. Call Great Bay Racquet
Center, Rt. 108, Newmarket 6q9-3151.

Office Workers Needed: Four college Work
· Study positions available at the Social
Security Office in Portsmouth, NH. Pays
$6.00 per hour. Summer positions available.
Call 433~0716.

CAMP COUNSELORS - Eight week day
camp for special needs youth plus two days
orientation. Must have experience and/ or
sincere interest, in working with handicapped youngsters. For more information,
contact, by May 5, 1988; Camp Holiday,
Barbara Rule, Camp Director, P.O. Box
2 ' 4, Keene NH 03431, (603),352-5556
· Summer Sublet! 3~bedroom apartment in
the Red Towers on Maine Street!!! SpaFOR SUMMER. HELPER FOR HANDIcious, beautiful- $175.00/month (or best
CAPPED PERSON. $6/HR. DUTIES: PERoffer)- Call Lorri ASAP: 862-4461.
SOt-JAL CARE - YUCK! VAN DRIVING,
BEACHING, FUNNING - YEAH!! GREAT
HOSS. CALL DAN AT 692-4764.

SUMMER JOBS - LEAGUE of Conser.vation Voters needs bright, energetic
people to tundraise and organize on acid
rain, toxics, clean air. Help elect environ- _
mental leaders to Congress and state office
in '88. Training, benefits, advancement.
$160-400/week . Permanent positions
available. Mon-Fri 1:30-10:30 pm. Ca .. LCV
at 430-8312 . 48 Congress St. Ste 2,
Portsmouth, NH 03801
·
MLM Jean-Pierre Sand is looking for self
motivated, entrepreneur type professional
people. We own a manufacturing fragrance
house in France. We are launching our
range of genuine perfumes, skin care
products, and colognes in the U.S. Free
. details. 603-623-4836 Bo; 577'z., Manchester NH. 03108. Free Details.

Floor manager. Oversee Museum operations a.nd programs. lmpllement art and
science activities. 20 hours/week. Flexible
schedule. Work study or field experience
only: Call Maybeth Anderson, Staff Coor-

Garage Sale- May 7 and 8, 9 am-4 pm. Rain
or shine. Small appliances, housewares,
chairs, lamps, etc. 1_5 Brunham Ave. (oft
Faculty) Durham
Rossignol X-country skis (205 cm), used
once, X-C poles, men's size 9 boots. Whole
package- $60. Call Tracey at 868-3503

_d_in_a_to_r_a_t _4_36_-_3_8_5_3_ _ _ _ __ __
Part-time/full-time: National leader in water
treatment systems interviewing tor marketing and distribution positions. Flexible
hours. Opportunities here and other sections of U.S.A. Call 431-4021 . 11 am-1 pm
_
an_d_5_pm_-6~pm
_ __ _ _ _ __ _

1976 Volvo 264 with A.C., sunroof and
leather interior. Body in good shape. Needs
engine work $200.00 as is. Cali' Bill 8686298 am or pm.
1987 Hon·da Accord DX $9,600 659 _7413
hm or 2216 wk. Ask tor Barry

RECEPTIONIST /RESERVATIONIST - at
SUMMER OPPORTUNITY - Fine, resia small Maine _coast inn/re~ort. Congenial
dential camp for girls in Vt. seeking women
working conditions. Late May thru October.
Flexible schedule possible. On the job - counselors/instructors, mid-June through
mid-August. Gymnastics, tennis, sailing,
training. Excellent career experience. Call • riding, canoeing, waterfront, drama, ceHarriette Lusty Dockside Guest Quarters
• ramies, arts and crafts, field sports, tripping
on York Harbor (207) 363-2868.
instructors. Non-smokers, good character,
Durt:iam Ambulance corps: Asist volunteer
and love of children. Call or write Lochearn
ambulance service with day to day clerical
Camp, Box 500; Post Mills, VT. 05058. (802)
work, data processing, billing, etc_. Pref333-4211.
ernble Macintosh experience, workstudy
Men
and women enco_
ur'aged to apply tor
preferred, 1 hrs/wk flexible hrs, $4.25/hr
Call Scott Ellis 868-367 4. Start no later · workstudy position at little people's center
in Durham. Mist be able to take part in
than 9/1 /88.
operating the center and provide nurturance and guidance for a group of children.
25 hrs/wk. $4.50-$5 per hour.

Suzuki 450GSL motorcycle. Red low rider
with only 2400 miles! Mint condition with
many extras $1700 868 _5447
CS 410 - Pascal and Fortran assignments
anci' exams tor sale by graduating senior.
Great study guides. Ask for Martha 9_6 46972

_

A THREE YEAR OLD CHILD AND BEAUTIFUL WATERFRONT HOME SEEK LIVEIN BABYSITTER FOR SUMMER'MONTHS.
(POSSIBLY LONGER) FREE ROOM AND
B9ARD, PLUS PAY. CALL STEVE OR
LAURA 207-439-2057.
ENTREPRENEURS - Start your own
business today! Regardless of yo~r age,
experience, or financial status, International'
Network Marketing Systems has the proven
system tor your financial success . Call
(207) 439-7043. Or send a resume to P.O.
Box 144, Portsmouth, NH 03801.

o

ANDY,
Lookin Goodl
Zwei Beir bitte... ·
Wq ist die Toilette?

1 bedroom available tor female in newly
renovated, convenient 2 bedroom Dover
apt. For summer and or academic year.
$500 tor entire summer May 20 - Aug 28,
$225 a month tor tall. Call c·athy or Christine
742-0632.

SOUTHWESTERN co.· Earn
$1,599/mo.nth, travel , get business experience. Mail name, school phone qnd
address to: SUMMER WORK, PO BOX
1766, Brookline Mass, 02146. ·

For sale: Sanyo fm/am stereo cassette
music box -$35. White-rabbit fur coat- never been worn- _$100. Higp Sierra leather
jacket- $30. Gunny Sak prom dress- $20.
Moving, inust sell- call Amy. 692-3921

_

Dover- 1-3 bedroom, 1-4 bedroom, living
room, kitchen and bath. Near Kari-v.an
r9ute·. Available June 1st. .Lease required,
no pets. Cali' 742-7908!between 7-9 pm
DURHAM- 2 bedroom apt., unfurnished
or furnished ($25 extra/mo.), newly .carpeted, in quiet wooded location overlooking
Oyste:- River, less than 1 mile from UNH.
Fireplace. Appliances. Lease. References.
$500/mo. tor one person, $600/mo. tor
two. 868-7530.

1986 CHEVROLET CAVALIER Z-24: Fuel
injected \/-6 aut.qmatic. 35,000 miles.
Excellent condition . Great graduation gift!
$6800. 742-0307 after 5 pm

_ c __

Hampton Beach three bedroom housefully furnished for 1988-89 semester
periods. Reasonable rent $425 call at (617)
851 -0747.

Baby sitter -- reliable person to babysit
2 1 /2 year old. Must be available through
summer. References required. 868-7528.

Looking tor summer employment?,.We are
·a personnel service that otters a variety
of temporary office positions in the Northern
Mass,, Southern NH, and Southern ME
' areas. We oft~r top wages, a $25 referral
Summer, /part-time/tull-time: lntern~tional
bonus, and scholarship opportunities. Call
company interviewing for retail and whol~- · Key personnel today tor details. 964-9495
sale positions. Many territories· ava'ilable.
Dairy cattJe barn. Summer help, housing
Flexible hours. Earn above average income
available, will train·. Reliable people, call
and still have time tor the important things.
Paul at 862-1027.
Call 431-4021. 11 am-1 pm and 5 pm-6
pm.
SPEND THE SUMMER ON THE l;lEAUTI~C-h-ild_r_e_n-'s_M_u_s_e_u_m_o_t_P_o_r-ts_m_o_u_t_h_s_e_e_k_s
FUL COAST OF MAINE. COUPLE WITH

SURFERS- 1 have a sweet 7 ft 6 in sunset
single tin. No dings. Nice leash, call Kevin
at 868-3459. Asking $70 or 8.0.

NEWMARKET Female roommate needed
to share 3 bdrm. apart. w/2 female nonsmokers. Will have own bdrm. 4 miles from
campus. Karivan stops· across St. at City
Hall. June-May lease. $225 _per month all
utilities inc. Already found possible summer
subletters. Call ASAP Sheri at 862-4668.

Full time, career employment, good benefits, no nights or Sundays, Join the team
at Town and Campus. Durham. See "Stogie"

Non smoker room-mate needed.Share
apartment in Newmarket. Near Kari-van .
No pets. $250 plus halt utilities. Call Beu
1
at 926-5218.
Summer sublet- fabulous .1 bedroom Iott
with living roomJ kitchen, bath, furnished.
Your own sundeck. $435/mo. 868-1862
NEEDED! 1 female non-smoker to share
room in NEW condo in· Dover. 6 miles from
campus, $300/mo. Call Jenn 868~9780

Married graduate students need an apartment or- small house, b·e ginning JuneAugust. We'd like two bedrooms or equivalent, in country setting (small yard .
perhaps? a walk to shovel?) We're clean,
quiet, unimaginat ive. Daytime . Call
T
86 3 79
·
.1
6 evenings. Call collect: (617)

4~~i J;

New, charming, 1 bedroom apt in private
home. Fireplace, wall to wall carpeting,
patio. Available June 1, $500. Call 8682223 or 868-2357
·
DURHAM- Summer sublet. large 1 bedroom apt for 2 pMple. On Main SI. Rent
negotiable. Call Melissa or JoAnn at 749 2393
Roommates needed (2) tor a Summer St.
Dover apartment. Only 4 .5 miles from
campus. $200/mo. Call John-at 868-1846
DURHAM - Summer sublet on Main St.
Large, furnished 1 bedroom apt. tor two
people rent negotiable Gall Melissa or
JoAnn at 749-2393
New charming, 1 bedroom apt. in private
home . Fl r-eplace, wal,I to, wall carpentin,
patio. Available June 1, $500.00 call 8682223 or 868-2357
1 bedroom 2 person apt. to sub.let on main
str.eet. Available June 1st $125/montti per
person. Ca,11-868-9699/ 862-4248 Michelle
or Lisa
Fourth roommate needed tor next tall. 2
bedroom condo· in Lee. 165/mo. C~II Paul
or Andreas 862-4563 or 4564
New Condo - Summer sublet in lee:
$500/month. 2 bed,(oo·m, porch kitchen,
living room. Call Andrea~ or Paul 862-4563
or 4564 ·
· ,'

FOUND: Gold, heart-shaped locket, found
in B-lot. Contact Lisa in 225. 862-'4206
Found in Pettee Brook Parking Lot- small
pregnant calico_kitty approx. 1 yr. old. She's
mostly white with spots of color and has,
very delic_ate features. Please call Linda
at 862-1020 if she 's yours or if you're
interested in having her, or possibly a
kitten?
FOUND- Grey cat with white feet and chest.
Double pawed. Leather collar with studs.
It yours call Kim at 862-4282 or Ted at 862~
4288
F.lEWARD- Lost a pair of prescrption Ray
ban's. Black in a black case with a leather
strap. If found call ERIC 436-9972
A PA.IA OF KEYS WERE FOUND ON THE
BENCH OF TH,E BUS STOP f=llGHT
ACROSS FROM TOWN AND CAMPUS.
FOR MO.RE INFO . PLEASE CONTACT:
LITSA (FROM 7:00 PM to 1O:OOPM) AT 7499077
Found: gold ring in C-lot. Call 862-4266
and ask tor Laura

Spaces still av_
~ilable on Fireside's Scanda_navian Bike Tour. Call Brent tor more
info: 862 -2004.
"Stubs"~ I just wanted to let you know that
I'll miss you very much this summer!! - Long
distance hugs and kis,ses, Me.
Adoption : Loving couple, physician/psychologist, wishes to adopt newborn . Welcoming warm family . Expenses
paid. Legal confidential. Call Ellie collect
212-724-7942.
Using more than one drug at a time can
be even more hazardous than over drinkin.
TIJ._e eftects may be addictive and they may
int'e'ra-ct in unknown ways . 0verdose
and/or death is more possibJe. Call Health
Services tor more into. 862-3823.
It you have had multiple sexual partners
since 1978, you might be at risk tor AIDS.
F(;)r tree, anonym~us and nonjudgemental
antibody testing and tor counseling call
the office of Health Education -and Promotion, Health Servites Center, UNH 8623823.
-

---------------

LDM - How's your raspberry swelt????
HA, HA! Thanks tor the awesome b-day,
it was EXXXCELLENT! I'm gonna miss ya
· this summer, but ya better come down.to
visit me - a lot!!! Love OM
To Little Lis and Heidles - Congratulatio'ns
on your' up and coming Graduation! 1im
going to miss you guys like crazy next year.
Good Luck! I love ya both! Lizard P.S. Heid,
you should start showing your piano playing
skills, ha,ha,h_a!! Also no more B.B.s tor
either of you!!!

To the little Italian RA, thanks so much tor
makfog this semester memorable. From
the b,umps on our legs down in Fla. & pub
crawling in Q'ham to the rnany nights spent on your floor I luv ya! Have a blast in
England and keep in touch -' the Oh io
Lobster
·

I To Mike ·- The SAE pledge

- Thanks for
all the great times we've had thes~ past
few .weeks - too bad you resisted the first
NON-smoker roomm 9 te needed share
time! you're an awesome guy (but don't
apartment in Newmarket near Kari-van - let that go to your head!) ruv, Your First
no pets $250.00 plus 1 /2 utilities Call Bev.
Blonde.
926-5218
My name's John. I danced with you at the
Summer Sublet ori Madbury road, tor 4
Stone Church tor 1 0 minutes March 26,
females, 4 bedrooms. Excellent Location!!!
at the end of SHirley Lewis's second set.
$185/ mo. per person (or best ofter), plus
Then you were gone. I'd like another dance.
utilities. Call Liz at 868-7506.
I'll be_there May 14 and 21 .

• ••••••••••••••••••••••
•
••
To the women of 306
Katie &Julie,
Happy Birthday

\
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- -- -- · --- ,. GENTS CONCeRT !! Tickets are on ·sale
in the MUB ticket office. Get yours TODAY!
Friday, May'13, 8:00 Johnson Theatre.
Good Singing Good Times!
NH GENTLEMEN CO,NCERT!! Friday, April
13, 8:00 Johnson Theatre. Be sure to get
a ticket! Tickets on sale in MUB ticket office.
Don't miss the fun.
GRADUAT ION ANNOUNC EMENTS ARE
AVAILABLE AT THE UNH BOOKSTORE!!
Warm, caring , adventuro us profession al
couple would like to adopt a newborn child.
If you, or someone you know is looking tor
a loving home for your baby, call Gregg
and Judy (603) 463-5575 or our lawyer
Davis Bamford (603-) 868-2414 if you prefer.
If you have used I.V. drugs and shared
needles since 1978, you might be at risk
for AIDS. For free, anonymou s and nonjudgmenta l AIDS antibody counselin g
and I or testing call the office of Health
Education anq Promotion, Health Services
443G.enter, UNH 862-3823.
Profession al couple, early 30's seeks to
· legally adopt, g·ive loving home to newborn.
. Will pay medical bills. Call colleGt (-201)
747-5845.
- Wanted internal framed backpack, 4500,
Cubic inches, very neg. call c0llect Ed 603,
428-7714 .
Congratula tions G.H., S.K., E.T., B.H., L.O.
Thanks for the memories! Best of luck in
your future endeavors ! 1- will' miss you alll
Love and Laughter! Debbah
To my mahveious friend living in the bib.le
. belt of Dover. You 'll never know just how
m·uch your friendship means to me. We've
shared some wild times in these 4 yrs at
UNH . Here's to staying in touch & planning
many more. And don't forget you're always·
welcome in the Combat Zone!
MICHELLE We are going to miss you next
year! Good luck! Come back and visit us!
Love all your sisters.

-·

=e-w
l -s -in_c_e _t_h-is- is- th_e_·=la=s=t =N
-J J_F_, -_w_e_l_
Hampshire I figured I would write you a
personal, just for old times sake! Tak< Care!
Jack-

YOU ARE RUNNING Ol)T OF TIME ... To
buy your tick.els for the New Hampshire
Gentlemen Concert. This Friday_, May 13,
8:00 pm, Johnson Th.eater. Tickets availabie at MUB ticket office, or at door.
GENT CONCERT GENT CONCERT !I If
you're waiting to get your ticket at the door,
ome EARLY. THe \Minter Show was a
sellout!! Friday May 13, 8:00 pm. The House
opens at 7:30. Plan ahead get your tix at
the MUB ticket office.
. Pi Alpha Theta (PATH) reunion. May 18th
at the foundation . Please supply your gwn
·
refreshments.
To Ari : Congratula tions on your gradua'
lion!!! Much love from Brigette in France.
Accolon - I hope you get better so !·can
actually kiss you again . I love you! S.
Morgaine
LAST PAPER-EV ER! I can't believe these
4 years are over alr~ady - ack. I don't know
what to say and there's too many people
to mention. It's been real -~ everybody keep
in touch somehow! I'll be the one in the
unemploym ent line. Varityper, thanks for
nothing. Fare thee well from the one and
only Graphic High Priestess. Keep the Faith
Shaking. Hasta la vista ....

C~~~1 Wi~::i;: to2·;:7::.'IA:-:::,·2:z:,c~~~::

decision making.
Alcoholism has been called the most
serious drug problem; due to cost to society,
physical damage to the body's organs, and
the large number of fatalities and victimes
resulting from accidents or withdraw!

~

legal
of
their
rate
weight
stay below
r, body
per hour and
drinks
limit. Remembe
consumption, emotional state and physical
condition will all influence alcohol's effects
on you. Know your limit. More info . call

s
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Health Services 862-3823.
The proportion of heavy drinkers increases
fairly steadily from 6% of · those with
grammar school education, to 15% of those
who _are college graduates For more info
'
call Health Services 862-3823

~-

·'1 The

TASK Center
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TYPING/W ORD PROCESS ING, professional quality. Spelling accuracy included.
SAVE yourself time & mohey by calling
NOW. Dover, 742-2037.
ENTREPENEURS - Start your owrr bus~
iness today! Regardles_s of your age,
experience, or financial status, International
· Network-Marketing Systems ha:s the proven
system for yo1,H financial success . Call
(207) 439-7043. Or send a resume to P.O.
Box 144, Porsmquth, NH 03801.

i

T-Shirts
• Hooded Pullovers • Totes • Baseball Caps
• Sweatshirts • Golf Shirts • Aprons • Cust~m Designs
• Plus Hundreds of Specialty Advertising Items
In-House Art Dept. -

Adoption : Loving Couple, physician/psych ologist, wishes to adopt new- ,,
born. Welcoming warm family. Expenses
paid. Legal, conf,idential. Call Ellie collect

603/43 1-8319

Autufl]n_Pond Park, Rt. 191 Greenland, NH

212-724-7942.
TYPING/W ORD PROCESS ING, profession! quality. Spelling accuracy included._
SAVE yourself time & money by calling

Spaces still available on fireside's SCANDANAVIAN BIKE TOUR, Call Brent for more
info 862-2004
"Drink p·r ovokes the desire, but it take$
away the performan ce ." Shakespe a re.
Alcohol lowers inhibitions to respond to
sexual stiumlation , but reduces physical
abilities and can lead to irresponsi ble

Af •k

~

Most people can only consume 1 -1 1 / 2

NOW. Dover, 74~-2037
SONGWR ITERS- Five-week Lyric Workshop with profession al lyricist. Berklee
faculty. Evenings. Pat Pattison 926-5006 .
- Basic Bike Maintenan ce. Saturday, April
30, 10 AM - Noon at the Great Bay Racquet
Center, Rt. 108, Newmarket. $2 members,
$3 non-members.

symptoms.

INC SAL

NEW! Specia l .Summer _C redit Course!

The Cl.assical Tradition in ·
American Culture*

SGQOFF 18K
s40OFF 14K
s2oOFFl0K

_Human ities 595(01), 4 Credits , CREF 0174

(tf'J'his course may be used to satisfy a General
Education Requirement.)
, Course Description: This course will trace the develop ment of the classical ideal in the Old World and its gradual evolutio n
there into the old order-T he Ancien Regime. Then it will
ex!lllline the attempt by the Foundin g Fathers to restore it here
in the New World as a new order- a Noyus Ordo Sedorum.
Finally it-will study the changes that this classical ideal has
undergo ~e und~r the pressur es of populis m, science and religion in the last two hundre d years. Special attentio n will be
paid to architec ture and literatur e.

Instruct or: Charles Leighto n
Locatio n: Murlda nd 206
Dates: M'IWTh , May 23-July 1
choice.
Jostens Gold Sale. For one week only._Order and save on the gold ring of your

Times: 10:10 a.m.-12:10 p.m.
_l

• I

-t

i""··

Tuition: $288, plus $15 registra tion fee, $10 summe r fee,
and $15 health service fee.
How To R.egister ·
By Phone: Call UNH Summe r ~ion Registra tion at 862-2015.
By Mail: Send your registra tion form an~ tuition a;nd fees to
UNH Summe r ~ion Registration, 6 Garriso n Avenue ,
Durham ,·NH 03824.
-In Person: Visit the UNH Summe r Session Registra tion Office

JOSTENS
A

For a Free Summe r Session Bulletin
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Call or visit UNH ~ummer Se$ion R.,egistration, 862-2015,
Verrette House, 6 Garrison Avenue. -.
i

E

12-4pm
Friday May 13th,
town and Campu·s
Deposit $20.00

at Verrette House, 6 Garrison Avenue, Durham.
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Meet witr1 your Jostens representative for full details. See our complete _ring selection
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Track _- tealTis·- hlf-championships

BASElt-AI ::I:.--

------------

(contim1ed from page 28)
Mac Donald.Joe Teixeira took the loss (56) . He .at lowed nine hits on
Sunday. Kevin Shea scored the
only run after ·hitting a double
and scoring on a fielders choice
by Moran.
Four of NU' s nine runs were
By Mike Stinson
Chia Movizzo, freshman, threw
unearned as the .Wildcats ,com· T he women's track team had 'the hammer well enough to take
mitted eight e.i;-ro..rs. Starter Mike
an ~mpressive performance at eighth in ·that competition. The
Smith went seven inni .1;1.g s ,
the New Englan d Charppion-, 4 x 400 relay t eam of se9-ior trigivi ng up eight hits and five
ship s this weekend. The Wildcat _ · captain J ulie Weekes, :S opho- runs. Emer y a·nd Mike Kozlowssq~ad came up ' with it s -b'es t · mores Tyche H o tc-h ki-s s and
. ki each pitched an inning ·and
fini ~h in recent memory, wind- Betsy "Ewert, and .freshman
eacp., gave up two runs.
irig up with eighth place in a Carolyn Sedgewick placed sevThe Wilcat's next g.11me will
fieJd of more than thirty. -.
enth _by cutting seven seconds · ·
be today (Tuesday) at Southern
Sandy Richter led the team off th eir -previous best of the
-M aine, Thei r season will _end
by posting firs t' in -the javel in season.
with a,thre>wd -155 :. '8 . This gave · '- Coa·ch George Lisetwas"more .D espite some heavy hitting in the weekend's first game, UNH
at home on Wednesday wnen
the serii9r ,t r(:capta.i o, All-~ew than.-satisfied~with .~pe pe.1;for- -came. up short three times against Northeastern. (Ronit Larone · Dartmouth visits for a double- header.
Engla:rid honofs a-s·well as a ·new mances this weekend. "The kids . . photo)
UNH record. Other throwers did a gre~t job~''. .he stated . ."! - - - ~ - , - - - : : - ~ - ~ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - al_s o being n arµ ed;: All~New was pleas.ed the· ha.rd work paid
England w ere frc;_s hman :Carot- off-for tltem.'-'
W.e ston and junior tri:c.;tHt.a in ·
:K,;iren Wemnark Weston fin.- Th~ men'; track.squad is also
ished third in both the javelin · coming off a successful weekend. . By .Ward D . Fraser
has seemed to go right this set:;med to have a decided edge
in .ground balls when w·e were
anq discuss wj th ·heaves of 141- ,In the Eastern lnterccrUegiates
The men's lacrosse team has year."
10 and 128-f0 respectively. ' on Saturday the tea_m placed _haµ very few briglit__spots this
-Coach Garber decided to make on offense: It has been a dist mi.: -:
W·e nmark po p ped-a -toss for fift4 out of eighteen ·teams.
.··. season, but Saturday's loss to a change in the lineup late in raging year."
The 'Cats are an extremely'
150-5 in the hamme r to takeH jgh scorers for the men · UVM turned things just about the game, pulling ·the first line
third and set a new school .record tra'.cksters included D arrel Co- black. This was the first loss ever attack infavor--ofthe second line . . young team to be ·playing such
in the process. She also finished v_ell iri the half mile and David to the Catamounts of the Uni- consisting of three sopho'mot @s; a tough shedule. Hopefully the
seventh i.n -rhe djscus_s.
.Weisser in the shot pu~. Each _ vers.ity of Vermont and it typ- Gar Whaley, Jeff Coke, and Bill younger players will gai,n
S-i~ _mo t e members of t.h_e .fini~hed first in his ev~nt with · ifies the way most of the season Sullivan. The line played very _enough experience to comeback
- track team distinguished them- Cci\,;ell cruising in at' l:5l '. 6J and has gone. The 'Cats were not well, netting two goals in the strong in the next few years.
se_l ves by receiving All-New \Y~isser nailing a thr9w for 50 dominated by UVM in any fourth quarter. The effort how- Fans should_not forget tha t
El).gland honors. H igh jumping feet, .7 inches.- ·
·.
· ..:_
aspect of the game except scor- ever, was just not enough to UNB graduated rriany top stars
j unior Joarfne Marshall took •· Br_fan ,Gori an_d Joe Alm.asi~n ing: UNH had an early 3~1 lead . close the three goal gap opened fro in a team t~at qualified for
the NCAA tournement just two
forth in _bier eve_nt by l_e aping teamed up to score big points and even led
• ear·ly
• i·n the ·thi"rd up by UVM early in the fourth.
5-2. Sophomore Jen Briggs set i,n'_ the high jump, finishing in quarter. The 'Cats collected The 'Cats_d-ropped their elev- years ago. _Injuries have opviousa p ersonal record ·by finishing sec.oncl. arid third place respec-:- · nearly 20 more ground balls enth game in fourteen at.t empts, ly plaqued _the '(;:ats this season
and with a little luck(something
the 10,000 meter rufi in 38 tiyel_y. Randy Hall .d id his pa.rt_ than their opponents and out- -8-7.
· t h em .bY 12 (39 -27) ·
m inutes and 30 seconds to for .tqe team by finishing second -sh ot
Junior middie Frank Fiore this season lacked) UNH . will
-captur~ fifth in that event. .
in _the 5·teeple chase. ·
· Prescott Nash, a- junio-r de- commented on the disap·p oint- be healthy and ready next year
Round ing out New Hamp, -:-. .
fenseman who has been injured ing loss. ~·we totally outplayed - to give the division one lacros_s
shire's All-New England squad
T~.is weekend, the se~son the past two games, summed and outshot them thoughout powers a serious battle.
The Wildcats end the regular
was the 4 x 800 meter relay team contufues fo~ both tr~ck -t~ams . . - ·up the loss this way, '·' It was just most of ~he game. We had at
which finished in sixth place. Th,e m~n will be gorng to the a frustrating game all around." least 25 more ground balls and season on Wednesday at 3:00
The race was rtinby sophomores · · N~w England's at.N orthea_s1:ern .: ~He-continued, "Our attack "was · h ad-many goC>d opportimfries pm agains.t the~Bi g. Gre-e.n. Qf
Dawn Enterlain and Tammy U niver.sity on Friday and .Sa_t- gettingopehandhadsomegreat but couldn't put the ball-between Darth-mouth. Come, out to Co:- ·
Toselli, and freshmen Melissa urday. The w_o ~en'~ te~m will oppor~unities but would hit the pipes . The only area we . well Stadium and cheer on UNH ~Bart ~nd Jen Halstead'.
, · send Sandy Ri~hte r', _Karen their (UVM's) goalie in the seemed to be lacking was ground ·as they go for their forth win ·
Several otber m€mber s·o'f-the W·~ nµiark, Ca-rol Weston, and . chest from po.int blank. Nothing balls in the offensive end'. UVM - of the year.·
tea:n/ _put 6ri fine 'athletic exhi- 'Chia Movizzo on to the ECAC
..
·
-. '.
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l\1en's_lacrosse crµmble~

bitig~s aJrhe Championships. ·- S~~!?,!?n~~~P-~-
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t'.r1·umphs

•- -- -- - - - - - -- • pass from Carr to Olds, a 30 yard _
(~bn'ri~ueci from p~ge 28) . wuchdown pass from Carr to By Adam Fuller
take' a haH·_t·o get warmed up. Dave Marnoak, and an 80. yard .
The round trip tickets are on
While the .offenses shined in ·.touchdown pass from.-: Carr to , · reserve under "New England
the first ,' they were suddenly Bruane.
Champions, Div II crew - Unislowed El.'own in the second half.
The Blue team's scoring tal- versity of New Hampshire." .
· The Blue defense looked good lies came on .a five yard run by
_This Fridfiy and Saturday the
_ stoppjng UNH's standom quar- Matt Griffin, a four yard touch- national championship, the Dad
terba,ck Bob.Jean and back up down passJrofi1 <;itiffi.l). to Steve Vails, will be held in PhiladelMik~ ·C,ar,r on numerous occa- Cravani, and a ten yard .touch - phia in -~~egatta that notoriously
sions. The .W hite defense (first down pass to Alvin Ross, also attracts more people than Haastring) ·:' began to _play very thrown by Griffin. ,
-- 1and·does crit_icism.
stro'ngly. in t he second h alf as
On the '\\'.hole the game was
UNH will board the bus with
well:
·
very fun to watch and it gave their tickets, head Sout~ over
The final score was 24-21 in . the crowd something to look the Tappan Z; bridge ·and make
favor oft,heWhite t eam. The forward to in Semptember. a bid afthe National title.
first. White touchdowi:i came on . Ftom the oyerall performa~ces, ·
The regular season saw UNH
a 28 yar4 p~ssfromJean to Todd I think we -will be in ~tore for ' row through and over' oppoBurba.nk . Re'm ainihg points a very promising se_ason ne.xt nents, ~nd was c;ulminated this
came on a'seven yard.touchdown year.
'
p ast weekend as they were
crowned New ,England Champs.
But everyone knows the real
season begins this Friday when,
. in an atte111pt .to spoil Temple
· Unive~sity's fifth annual block
. party, the ·mert's crew takes the
-watet where thetwQ day journey
t o _the Dad Vail :~up will begin.

Women
.
receive
honOrs
-

circumstances. We trained right
through the weekend, given
we're shooting for a national
title, and the crew was very tired _
as we did about 600 hard strokes
on Friday when we concentrated
on speed work and high intenLast night the University o·
. sity."
New
Hampshire Women's At. The e ight of st roke Mat t
Miller, Ted Otis, Chris Germain; , hletic Department honored· its
· ou,tstanding student athletes 'at
Pete Larsen,Jeff Philbdck;Joh11
the anriu'al Spring A wards ReMacKay, Pete Frothingha,n,
ception.
. .
.' \,
.· bow Rich Houston and Cox
Craig Vosburgh _were too much
The 1988 Athletes of the Year
for the other six Division II . were. awar d ed t o· junior
schools. ··
. ,
·
swimmer Jennifer 1;3rannon and
"We're excited about the
junior basketball player Kris ·
Vails, and we're in a ·p osition
Kenney for the ir outstanding
to enjoy this regatta,'' s_aid 1contributions to UNH athletics.
· Allsopp.
·
Tl~eJane Blalock Rookie-ofThe second varsity, <H the
the-Year award went to fresh-" fun bunch" as described by
men gymnast Lau'1;ra Par~.c!-~s_.
AUsopp, had a convincing vicThe Circle Scholar Athletes '.
tory over the three s_h cools they
raced.
·
·
. · Awa rd we nt to ice hockey- ·
The Varsity, four finis h ed lacrosse play~r Anne Ens.or, and .
cross country skier Christine
third behind, WPI and ,UConn,
• and will •look to turn. it µp ·a P h ilbrick. Ensor holds a 3.3 7 ·
~umulative index, and Philbrick.
The varsity h,asn'. t lost a race . notch when Friday comes
has a 3.59 GP A.
. .
since the week after spring . around . .
Senior Kate Dun:;i.py, captain
break, and ·added six rriore boats
The Freshma.n eight lost a
to the win list this past weekend ·close one by a tenth of a second of both the field-hoc;key and
_ !across teams, won the Alumni
. on Lake Quinsigamond in Wor- but showed potential.
cester. Holy Cross, Coast Guard
·"We had a g◊-od row,' and lost Association Student Athlete · ·
Academy, Wesleyan, U Mass , .a v·ery close race. If we can find· aw~rd, graduat'ing with a 3.58
Lowell arid w ·o rtester Poly Tech three or four seconc;ls this week GPA. . .
were the
we
be in the
· latest victims.
· will
·
d hunt
h L (at
Senior Marni Deprey, our top
"It's been training up to this · Philadelphia)," sai coac;
aw- cross country skier was awarded
~ the ·Skog 1an d A war
· d an d J en
Point, but from here on in it's rence Smith.
desire,'' ~a-i d varsity oarsma n
.The novice four lost bya 1itt le- Branoh collected her second of
. t h e Susanne
Peter Larsen.
_
mQre than a second to Wesleyan
..
the night, winning
,
U rban Memo rial Scholarshi.fi
. UNH br~ezed through their and Smith had this to say: We
All eyes were on the ball, and the players, when .the Blue and heat, setting up the final where lost a water fig ht! Wes leyan · Award.
they beat the closet crew, Wes- handled _th_e rough ":ater better ·
1_White squared off on_~aturday (Ronit Larone photo)
leyan, by five seco,n.cl~ . .. ,. "-.. -~""'"""""' th~!! .~e. 1,d_-_~ f,}?h?~ J~!!'!~~ - - - .. ~ ...~ .~. ~ ~ .. -~ -~'" . .." . .. ., . ...
·· ." We did very well," said head to rowrng agamst t em unuer
·coach Chris ~Iisopp, _"given the better conditions."
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Sports
Baseb all team 'pumt neled by NortheclSterrt"
for the first run with a triple.
By Bob Barrett
The number eight ·did not Tony Martins (3 for 4 on the ,
bring much luck to the baseball day) drove Levin home with a
team this weekend. The 'Cats single. An .unearned ruri cut the
·
scored eight runs in the opener NU lead to seven, 10-3.
sixth
a
hit
5)
for
(2
Lucci
Jim
against Northeastern, but that
total was equalled by NU inning single ind scored on
slugger Chuck Allard, who pro- Levin's. single to cut the deficit
pelled the Huskies to an 11-8 to six runs. UNH got four more
win with a grand slam, a two runs in the last inning. Mike
run homer, and a two run 'triple. Sullivan, Matt Moran an1 Lucci
UNH committed eight errors all contibuted RBI singles.
Senior captain Benjie Johns in game three and lost by eight
three bases on balls, in the
drew
also
was
two
runs, 9-1. Game
won by Northeastern by a score game, giving him 30 for the
year, and the UNH record for
of 9-4.
·
With four games rem~ining, bases on balls in a season ( the
UNH now stands at 11-28' (2- old record of 27 was set by Mike
11 in the ECAC New England Lassonde in 1987).
Both teams cooled off a bit
League play).
game two. Neither team
in
Behind Ailard's first inning
grand slam, the Huskies jumped scored until the fifth when NU
out to a 7-0 lead. UNH starter scored a single run. They folJim Stevens surrended five lowed this with a four run burst
walks in his brief stint (one and in the top of the sixth before
one third innings) before being UNH countered with four runs
lifted. Allard's second homer in their half of the inning.
UNH loaded the bases .on a
in as many innings off Stevens
single by Moran, a double by
was Steven's last pitch.
Chris Schott gave up nine hits Johns, and a walk to Ian Emery.
and four more runs in the mop- Matt Strobel was hit by a pitch
up role, including Allard's two - to score the first run. Lucci then
run triple in the third. UNH hit base clearing double, but
attempted to get back in the NU scored four more times in
game with three runs in the the seventh off reliever Scott
third inning. Dan Sweet
BASEBALL p. 27
knocked in Mike Levin (singl_e)

a

A Wildcat takes a rpighty cut at the ball, but the runs were too scarce for UNH as they dropped
·
three games to NU this weekend. (Ronit Larone photo)

Speak ing on

White halts Blue '24-21

Sports
ByChuck McCue·
This is the article you have all been waiting for, the last
. one.
Unfortunately when the fall comes back so will Speaking
on Sports and all you can suffer as much as I ~o every week.
September is too far in the future and its time to clear my
desk and pick some Hits and Misses for the semester.
. Hit-Women's athletics at UNH. From hockey and b?,·sketball
to field hockey these 'Cats put qn a great show every game.
· The wins come early and often and I wish I could say the same
·
for the fans.
Miss-You ge't the first Miss of this article and it stands for
Missing. I would like to see a little more participation from
• the students at UNH in relation to the women. I went to a
• couple of women's hockey games and if it weren't for the regulars .
at these games they might as well not turn the lights on in .
the stands.
Miss-Men's athletics"-this semester. The hockey, basketball,
·1acrosse and baseball teams were, and have thus far been, bad.
The hoop team gets a honoq:1ble mention Hit for their playoff
birth and first round victory.
Miss-The men's hockey gets a double miss as they found
thei;nselves out of the playoffs for the second straight year.
However, with the young team maturing next year a Hit could ·
be in the making.
Hit-men's hockey fans at Snively. _
Miss-baseball and lax. Injuries and off-field follies, however,
they are both potential Hits with young squads.
Hit-UNH Intramurals. I was able to play in both ice and floor hockey teams and am proud to say The Flying Squirels
of the floor hockey league captured the Cup. Solid goaltending
. .by Bob "Boob" Barrett and some major league dangling by
John "Olie" Olevitz. H<;>wever, coach Mike "The Colonel"
Glennon ha-s been lured away from the team in a big package
deal.
All kidding aside I have ·apprecaited all of you coming up
:to me and letting me know what you like and dislike. I hope
the likes have outnumbered the dislikes. Next year I hope
.
to make the focus of all the artkles more local.
Thanks to everyone at The New Hamps..bire and in particular
· ·
. Co-Sports Editor-Mark Babcock.
This is just my opinion, for now.
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at quaterback for the White, and
By Darren Meyer
Football was back at UNH freshmen Matt Griffin started
this weekend as the 'Cats foot- for the Blue. All three looked
ball squad played their annual good at the quarterback spot and
Blue-White game. The White none of them, suprisingly, apteam consisted of the first string peared to be t90 rusty aftet the
offense a.nd the secorid string . long layoff. The running backs
defense, while the Blue team for Blue and White both ran
was made up of the first string v__ery hard, they missed a few i
defense and the second string blocks at times but also made
.
some very nice carries.
offense.
A large group of recievei-s
Both sides played fairly well,
with each making their sh~re played well for both sides. Curtis
of pre-season mistakes. The . Olds, Chris Bruane and Rob
White team started with the ball Spittell were standouts for the
~nd Bob Jean at qu!rterback. Bob White, while Alvin Ross, John
Jean and Mike Carr alternat~d. Smith and Steve Cravani played

· well for · Blue. Overall, bot.h
offenses ran effectively and
seemed to have accomplished
a lot in Spring practices. The
only sour note-was an injury to
running back Scott Perez as he
was hit out of bounds.
This game was mainly an
offensive showdown in the first
half. In the second half both ,
teams played standout defense,
with the Blue team allowing
only one touchdown in the last
two quarters. The entire Blue
and White defenses seemed to

FOOT_BALL p. 27 ·

Blu~ t~am quarterback Matt Griffin scrambles to escape the relentless p~rsuit of the White
defense in UNH's annual intrasquad Blue-White. game. (Ronit Larone photo)

